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Studio Hoopla
Kristina Spence
Ifyou've been waiting to see the new
studio and have some theatre too,
your lime is finally here.
Laurier's latest acquisition, 65
Lodge Street, has been modified by
volunteers to suit the needs of Fine
Arts students and theatre enthusi-
cists to provide a
haven for enthusi-
astic artiseans.
The former
Brewer's Hall
underwent
improvements
starting mid-
January.
Students from
Laurier, UW and
even community
members joined
forces to prepare
the building for
use by the laurier
Theatre Collective
and the University
Players.
The spacious new building offers
an inspirational setting for students
to exhibit their talents and interests.
Materials from the old studio on
campus, formerly located in the Arts
Building, were used to furnish the
new Studio Theatre.
On Thursday, January 10, the
"It's obvious
that there is
a great deal
of support
for and
interest in
theatre at
Laurier."
two theatre groups on campus will
host a Studio Gala open to all stu-
dents, staffand faculty ofLaurier.
The gala will invite people to
explore the Studio and gain an
appreciation for how the building is
being used.
Refreshments will be served
between 4:00 and 5:00 p.m. and the
Theatre Collective
will present an
abridged version
of Restaurants and
Restrooms from
5:00 until 6:00
p.m.
Amy Neufeld,
Company
Manager of
University Players,
said the Studio
was built in a
weekend because
so many people
came out to help.
"It's obvious that
there is a great
deal of support for
and interest in theatre at I^aurier.
Over 20 students and theatre-
lovers volunteered their time to
make sure that this project is a suc-
cess," Neufeld said.
"Many other are going to benefit
from this space in the future."
Candidates getvocal
Kristina Spence
Candidates were in foil force on
Tuesday afternoon for the Elections
2000 Open Forum in the Conourse.
Moderated by Chief Returning
Officer, Andrew Strutt, the forum
provided the opportunity for stu-
dents to ask candidates questions
about their platforms and their back-
grounds.
The afternoon began with
WLUSU Presidential candidates,
moved onto WLUSP Presidential
candidates, then proceeded to
WLUSU Vice President: University
Affairs, and onto WLUSU and
WLUSP Board of Director candi-
dates.
The crowd swelled and thinned
out in size as classes called and
speeches dragged on. Questions
posed to the candidates generally
came from current and previous
members ofWLUSU executives who
helped separate the candidates into
categories of "well-fit for the posi-
tion" and "well-intentioned for the
position."
Students can still ask candidates
questions and find out more about
elections on the Union's Web site at
www.wlusu.com.
LUKE
MARTYN
UP: Residents Search For Quality
Asad Kiyani
"The first impression we got was just that this
place was a dump," says Peter Knispel. "That,"
interrupts his roommate Sean Magee, "is
because we saw Bricker."
As Laurier continues to expand its resi-
dence system, a disparity in quality is becom-
ing apparent. University Place, where Magee
and Knispel live, is easily the poorest quality
residence the school operatesand students are
getting fed up with it. Sitting at the bottom of
the residence hierarchy, it is the most decrepit
building Laurier owns.
Cracked door frames, overflowing toilets,
faulty septic tanks, broken cupboards, water
leaks, broken windows, no locks, holes in the
wall, no overhead lighting, broken refrigera-
tors, no hot water and, according to more than
one resident, an infestation of spiders, charac-
terize life at Laurier's ugliest residence. As
Knispel says,"I didn't think we've come to live
in government housing."
Yet he is quick to admit that mere cosmetic
issues are not his chief concern. Knispel - like
most of the residents - is worried about the
facilities and security of the building. The poor
paint job doesn't scare them nearly as much as
the realization that the building seems about as
stable as an igloo in the desert.
Peter and Sean have had serious issues
with their apartment, especially the windows.
"I woke up one day and the window was
leaking," says Sean. 'There was water splash-
ing on the pillow."
There is still water coming through Sean's
window, but fortunately, he rarely notices. That
is because the blinds have been broken since
September. 'They've never been opened," he
says sardonically.
Peter's window has suffered as well. On
January 12th, he -
reported his window
screen was broken as
someone tried to break
in over the break. It
wasn't fixed until
Thursday, February 3 -
three weeks later. That
meant that Peter could-
n't open his window,
despite the intense heat
that characterizes every
residence, because he
would then be covered in snow.
Windows, it seems, are the focal point for
all the troubles of the residents. Pierre, a floor-
mate of Sean and Peter, had even more prob-
lems with his window. While no one has yet
broken into their apartment, Pierre had his
computer stolen over Christmas break. The
screen had been torn off and the window bro-
ken into.
Pierre's roommate, Amit, directs us toward
I didn't think
we've come
to live in
government
housing.
a cupboard that has been missing parts since
September. Perhaps most disturbing, their sep-
tic system threatens to consume any and all
who dare to wander near it.
Julie's window seems to represent every-
thing that is wrong with University Place as a
Residence. Her basement apartment's living
room is brightened up with various signs ille-
gally pulled down from the school, including at
least two student elec-
tion posters.
Her room is neat
and organized, with an
assortment of pretty
boys pictured on the
wall (all legally
acquired). But the
serenity on the outside
belies the problem
tucked away in a corner
of her bedroom.
Whereas the rest
of Julie's room and the apartment look to be in
good shape, her window is a disaster. A gaping
hole yawns in her screen. A towel sits on the
window ledge, trying to keep water from leak-
ing onto her bed. And the 'lock' - a single rust-
ed steel screw at the window's base - remains
as useless as it has since September, when she
first reported it was broken. Rusting away, it
stands as a pathetic symbol of the crumbling
state of the entire building. And as the resi-
dence slowly decays, so does the reputation of
Laurier in the minds of these students.
"I feel that in an institution run by Laurier,
we shouldn't have to bring this up," says Peter.
Yet bring it up he has. Only whateverreac-
tion there has been, has been slow in coming.
According to the residents, delays, inaction and
misplaced priorities characterize the response
of the Residence life system to their com-
plaints.
While Residence Life Area Coordinator
(RLAQ Eric Clifford and Dons declined to
speak, Residence Life Manager Chris Dodd sat
down to discuss the situation. This is his first
year on the job and while he agrees the situa-
tion isn't perfect, Residence Life and Physical
Plant & Planning (PP&P, the University's
maintenance department) are doing the best
they can.
"We do our best to keep up with the main-
tenance," saidDodd. "With us growing the way
we are and the amount of people we have in
residence, sometimes we get a little behind."
"Security is always an issue. We're always
trying to improve it; it's something we're
always concerned about," continued Dodd.
"Just because we haven't had a rash of inci-
dents doesn't mean we're not vulnerable...but
we do everything possible to try and make us
the least vulnerable possible."
Continued • see Security page 3
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Still, the concerns of the residents are valid, to a
certain extent, said Dodd. "I think it was great that
guy wrote that letter," said Dodd. "It was a well
written letter and well thought out."
"[Yet] we don't want to go as far as to put bars
on the windows or anything like that," said Dodd.
"We don't want it to seem like a jail- we want it to
seem like a home."
But to the residents, especially when it comes to
matter as important security, the delays are
incomprehensible, says Knispel. "We just want to
know what's taking so long."
The delays are coming because PP & P is not
equipped to handle such huge demand. Laurier
Place received quick renovations in part because of
the use of private contractors. On its own, PP & P
will continue to strain handling an ever-increasing
residence population and the growing needs of the
school as well.
11' there is a long-term solution to the problem,
it is in the establishment ofan independent PP & P
specifically for residences.
An independent Residence Life PP & P aug-
mented by the University PP & P would allow for
the specialization of tasks, the reduction of repair
time and an increased quality of life for all.
While it wouldn't stop thieves or make lire
alarms audible, such a program would be a step in
the right direction. The way things are now, it
seems a logical and necessary step.
News
Bites
Reform
retribution
The Reform Party's request for
Liberal blood over the $1 billion
Human Resources grant mess
showed no sign of weakening today.
Opposition leader Preston
Manning brought to the Commons a
motion of no confidence in Human
|Resources Minister Jane Stewart.
Should it pass -a remote chance
jconsidering the Liberal majority -
the government would falL
Meanwhile, Prime Minister Jean
Chretien vigorously defended
Stewart in the House of Commons
Monday.
He called the accusations "exag-
gerated" and defended job grants to
literacy organizations, a Bible group,
and agencies such as the Paraplegic
iAssociation.
"I know Reform members want
to cut taxes of the rich and. don't
want us to give money to the poor,
but 1 won't change my policy."
More major
mergers
Rogers Communications Lne. is swal-
lowing Croupe Videotron Ltd. In as6
billion deal that speeds up the rapid
consolidation of the Canadian cable
industry.
The proposed marriage of
Toronto-based Rogers, Canada's
biggest cable operator, and Quebec's;
dominanant cable firm envisages
one-stop shopping in a new madia
age: cable, interactive IV, high-
speed Internet access, video on
! demand and wireless communica-
tion.
The two firms combine at a time
when Bell Canada and oilier phone
companies are rushing to diversity
kind enter cable and Internet mar-
kets.
The now entity will have a com-
bined revenue at $4.4 billion and an
!approximate income of $1.2 billion!
for fiscal 2000.
Hospital
help wanted
Canada's biggest hospital is search-
ing for a new president with a key
requirement for landing the top job:
being able to lure private business
from the US.
A confidential document
obtained by the G&M describes the
new presence of a University Health
Network as one who will forge "new
relationships with private sector
players" in Canada and else-
where.The three-page document, a
job description drawn up by an exec-
utive recruitment firm, provides a
glimpse of what other cash-s trapped
Canadian hospitals will have to do as
public funding fails to keep pace with
medical demands.
News
Presidential issues
Kristina Spence
As candidates in Elections 2000
sprint towards the final turn in the
Presidential race, one last hurdle of
heated debate awaited them in the
24-Hour lounge on Tuesday evening.
WLUSU and WLUSP candidates
faced a variety of questions gathered
from students in the Science Building
earlier in the day.
Moderating the debate was
Board of Directors (BOD) and Task
Force 12 member, Judith Borts.
Borts began by asking how WLUSU
Presidential candidates will maintain
current and future interest in volun-
teer positions and how they would
handle the possibility ofhaving to pay
Foot Patrollers.
Dharm Makwana responded
first, saying the best thing to do is to
challenge the volunteers and he does
not think there is a concern for hav-
ing to pay the Foot Patrol volunteers.
Jeffrey Kroeker said Union volun-
teers are the "bread and butter" of
the organization and an increase in
volunteer appreciation is needed.
Kroeker also said he wants to part-
ner with community groups so to
help place the overflow ofvolunteers.
Jeremy Evans said the plans laid
out in the URC should keep volun-
teerism up and Andy Dennett agreed
with the other candidates, adding
that officials should try to keep vol-
unteers happy.
The second question related back
to the issue concerning the universi-
ty's advertisement for female
Psychology professors. Candidates
were asked to pick a side and defend
their opinion on the subject.
Kroeker said he did not agree
with the university's advertising hir-
ing policy of female professors.
Kroeker said the university should
not have searched out females only
and he wants the university to seek
out the best candidates for the job.
Evans said he was 50-50 on the
issue but thinks the best candidate
should get the job and student repre-
sentation on governing bodies such
as the Board of Governor's and
Senate should be increased.
Dennett said "it is not a cut and
dry issue" and the Union needs to
play along with the government in
order to obtain the types of grants it
needs.
Makwana said the solution rests
in the creation of a faculty renewal
commission which identifies what
students want and how they want to
be taught. He also said he does not
want to settle for a low quality ofpro-
fessors.
Kroeker responded to the other
candidates, explaining the current
Board's approach to the issue and
Volimteerism and faculty
quality were discussed.
said students need to talk directly
with faculty.
The third question of the evening
concerned the relations between the
Operations Management Board
(OMB) and the President.
Evans said the management
team should follow the direction of
the Board of Directors and the
President while Dennett said the
President should work together with
the business side of the Union.
Makwana said the OMB and BOD
need to be considered as having two
separate responsibilities but the
groups should collaborate to develop
one main goal together.
Kroeker agreed with Makwana's
view of the separate boards and
explained the OMB reports to the
BOD with the activities occuring
within the Union. He said the rela-
tionship between the two groups
must be one ofrespect.
The final question for the WLUSU
Presidential candidates asked if the
President can do anything about
what Radio Laurier plays.
Dennett said changes have to go
through the Board and should not be
up to the individual volunteers alone.
Makwana, a volunteer for Radio
Laurier himself, said the organiza-
tion needs a schedule of times so Top
40 can be played during lunch time
when WilFs is busiest and other types
of music can be played at other
times. Makwana also mentioned
Radio Laurier's move into the
Concourse which will enable volun-
teers to interact with students and
get their requests on the air.
Kroeker said an all-request pro-
gram would be good and he would
like to poll students to see if they
would like for Radio Laurier to
expand into other campus venues
and the community.
Evans said he wants to use Radio
Laurier to promote events occuring
on campus and Dennett said it
should be used for the forum it offers.
After one last question and the
closing statements from the WLUSU
candidates, WLUSP Presidential can-
didates Luxmen Aloysius and
Christian Pearce took the stage.
The first question was how the
candidates planned to increase
Student Publications' volunteer base.
Aloysius said the organization
needs to continue its promotions and
expand to incorporate more students
from business, kinesiology and sci-
ence departments.
Pearce agreed with needing to
approach other departments and
said he wants to add a business sec-
tion to the Cord and go to Piadio
Laurier and the Internet with publi-
cations materials.
After a few more questions,
Aloysius and Pearce were asked how
they would implement one of their
platform issues.
Pearce said he would improve
relations with the Union and keep
things clear and transparent to stay
focused on the operations within the
organizations.
Aloysius said his main concern is
to protect Student Publications from
external threats which would involve
making ties with other universities,
improving efficiency within WLUSP
and better relations with the Union
and Laurier administration.
The debate was the final organ-
ized event prior to the election.
CHRISTINE
CHERRY
University Place: A History of Insecurity
When the University bought the building in the.
summer of 1998, its refurbishing included furni-
ture that arrived two months late.
That December, 12 bikes were stolen from the
building in three separate break-ins. The thefts
were blamed on 'kids just hanging around' over
the summer.
In an email to 7Tie Cord> former University
Place Don Jason Quehl described his concerns:
7 had a great time there but it become pretty evi-
dent throughout my 8 months there that many
security and safety issues existed. The one that
troublesme the most is thefire alarm system
We hada biulding alarm, a surprisefor the res•
klents butthe Dons had known about it. It was at
about 3:30 am. After about 18 minutes it was
called offand the building was only half-empty.
There were no more fire drills after that.
Nothing was done to fix this problem I talked to
myHead Resident about itbut it seemedlike it was
not tip to him. but he didpass on my concerns.
7he main problem is the fire bells are in the
hallway and you cannot hear them in the bed-
rooms through the cement brick wails, litis means
that ifthere was a real fire at UP, there could be in
all likelihood students who sleep through the fire
an d die.
Don't get me wrong-allofthe equipment meets
regulation, but it isnot effective. "
3
Security and structure at UP remain a concern
Continued from cover
WLUSP Report Cards 1999/2000
Kristina Spence
Sarah Schiefer
James Muir
President
James worked over the summer to
renovate the WLUSP offices and sign
numerous contracts.
He negotiated deals which
decreased sitting fees for grad pho-
tos and yearbooks after last year's
fiasco with Josten's.
Further into the school year,
James gave up his position on the
WLUSU BOD and handed it over to
WLUSP BOD member, Krista Neher.
James should have better prepared
Krista with a history of Union pro-
ceedings and protocol and a list of
some expected challenges she
inevitably faced.
James mainly worked behind the
scenes at WLUSP and concentrated
on making the joba bit easier for the
incoming president.
Anthony Del Col
VP: Finance
Anthony's efforts over the summer
included budgeting for the renova-
tions and negotiating with the Union
and university administration.
Anthony and a group of business
students analyzed WLUSP's Web
presence for an assignment.
Hopefully, Anthony will be able to
pursue some of the suggestions
made in the report before his term is
over and the ideas lost.
Although proposals for purchas-
es such as new computers and cam-
eras often showed up late, Anthony
was usually reliable in his research
and accuracy.
WLUSP Board ofDirectors
The 1999/2000 WLUSP BOD was an
anomaly in two respects: 1) all but
one member was hired and 2) each
individual made significant contribu-
tions to the improve-
ment of Student
Publications.
From maintaining
office hours to con-
tributing valuable ideas
in discussion both in
meetings and in
WLUSP offices, the
Board brought professionalism and
positivity to positions which had been
considered useless in years before.
Although a young and somewhat
inexperienced Board in general, the
members worked together to update
the organization and set the course
for Student Publications success in
the future.
Luxmen Aloysius
Luxmen made the transition from
Keystone EIC to Board member back
to Keystone EIC over the past eight
months while making it all look easy.
Other than the minor grammati-
cal and spelling mistakes found in
WLUSP literature he produces,
Luxmen develops top quality promo-
tional materials and devotes his time
to making WLUSP an approachable
organization.
Always taking on more than he
can reasonably handle and spread-
ing himelf far too thin, Luxmen has
been a valuable and reliable mem-
ber of the BOD.
jjwuusp^
Sue Portelance
Sue, the only member who returned
from the 1998/99 BOD, used her
experience and knowledge to pre-
side over the meetings as chair.
Sue sometimes waited until the
last minute to put together agendas
but otherwise organized the meet-
ings well.
She religiously maintained her
office hours, made herself available
to volunteers and trained herself
under Luxmen to help save the
Keystone from failure.
Nathan Ludwig
Nathan was enthusiastic and asked
many questions before making deci-
sions, especially when financial
issues were concerned.
He focused his efforts on WLUSP
unity in second term with working
on the communication program and
Winter Carnival team.
Nathan is returning to the Board
next year and it is hoped he will help
integrate new members into the
Board by sharing his knowledge of
WLUSP
Krista Neher
Krista found herself in a number of
challenging roles throughout the
year, including the WLUSP represen-
tative position.
She represented WLUSP profes-
sionally, fought for better communi-
cation between Publications and the
Union and endured a great deal of
stress.
Within the WLUSP BOD, Krista
argued based on her hopes for the
organization and fully questioned
most contentious issues.
Overall, Krista was a strong team
player and sacrificeda lot ofher time
for Board activities.
Jill Osborne
Jill brought a wealth of information
from her experiences within the
Union and helped focusthe Board on
intiatives to prepare WLUSP for the
future.
She researched topics of discus-
sion and encouraged other Board
members to question proposals
before voting on them.
Jill always volunteered for groups
and committees needing her help
and worked with people at the
Brantford campus to begin an exten-
sion of WLUSP outside Waterloo.
Please send all comments and, con-
cerns regarding these reports to
wlusp@golden.net
activities
with volun-
teers and
other
organiza-
tions.
Kevin Ramessar
Kevin was the quiet but willing
member of the Board who offered
his opinion when asked but listened
to all sides.
His personality restricted him
from reaching out and arguing
much with the Board but Kevin
worked hard to get over his shyness
and participate in the communica-
tions week.
Kevin did his part inBoard activ-
ities and helped encourage growth
within the group.
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WLUSU OMB reports
Kristina Spence
Sarah Schiefer
Devin Grady
President
Devin surrounded himself with
strong Vice Presidents and was able
to work towards the expansion ofthe
Union through the URC and other
initiatives.
With all his work on various com-
mittees throughout the university,
Devin said the most challenging
aspect of being President was trying
to deseminate information to all the
right people.
With infrastructure develop-
ments such as the Pita Shack and
Millennium Lounge to show for his
term, Devin is leaving behind a lega-
cy of serving students' needs well.
JeffreyBurrow
VP: Finance
Jeff has been a consistent player in
the OMB, keeping WLUSU's finances
in check and staying on top of the
university to receive student activity
fees and other items.
Jeff seemed to work well with
members of the Board of Directors
and answered questions well when-
ever they were directed toward him.
His work toward reducing non-
tuition fees and internal finances are
two of the areas in which Jeff has
appeared the strongest.
Cameron Ballantyne
VP: University Affairs
Cameron's activities with OUSA and
within the university have kept him
busy throughout his term as a Vice
President.
Laurier's presence within OUSA
has been greatly strengthened by
Cameron's efforts and -he has
worked to bring the same improve-
ments from within OUSA into the
Laurier environment.
Cameron manages to balance his
work loads and participate heavily in
on-campus events while keeping an
eye onLaurier's place in both the city
and province.
John Hilson
VP: Student Services
John's side of the Union has been
constantly growing thanks to the
increasing number of first-year stu-
dents on campus.
With the management ofnew ini-
tiatives such as the Foot Patrol Van
and an advisory role on LOCUS, John
has been expanding the department
to suit the needs of students.
At times, some animosity
appeared between member of the
Board of Directors and John but the
Board appeared generally satisfied
with the new restructuring of
Student Services and the activities of
the various groups.
Chris Hewitt
VP: Student Activities
If energy and enthusiasm were val-
ued in dollars, Chris would be one of
the richest people in the world.
Chris and his work with coordi-
nators and volunteers resulted in
well-organized and well-attended
events throughout the year.
His vigor and interest in the
school helped bring life to the OMB
and meetings with the Board of
Directors, helping to remind the gov-
erning bodies of the true issues to
consider - those of keeping students
involved with their school. Chris was
a greataddition to the Union s exec-
utive.
Kara Young
VP: Marketing
. Kara was quiet during her appear-
ances at BOD meetings during first
term and thenresorted to submitting
reports to be read at the meetings in
second term when Thursday meet-
ings interferred with her schedule.
She and her team of volunteers
have been busy with the controver-
sial development of "The Union" and
the regular promotion of Union
activities.
Relations between the Union and
Student Publications (SP) could have
been improved tremendously ifKara
had approached SP prior to the cre-
ation and eventual launch of "The
Union."
Kara could not be reached to be
interviewed for this report.
JeffreyKroeker
BOD Chair
Jeffrey served on the OMB as a con-
tributor to the development of sever-
al major projects including a full-
time staff manual, the URC proposal
and the Operating Procedures
Agreement between the University
and Students' Union.
Security issues and policy cre-
ation such as staff appraisal meas-
ures were also aspects of Jeffrey's
role on the Board.
Jeffrey dedicated a great deal of
time and concern to the Board in
addition to his role on WLUSU BOD.
Green concerns
Chris Pearce
Last week (lie Environmental Club
welcomed Green Party representa-
tive for Waterloo Judith Greenwood-
Speers to campus to lecture on a
variety of intriguing environmental
dilemmas presently confronting the
Waterloo region.
Chief on last Thursday's agenda
was the proposed construction of
Highway 7, a new four-lane highway
that will skirt area wetlands and a
woodlot between Waterloo and
Guelph.
As with many
government initia-
tives, the agreement
with the project by a
small minority was
sufficient to get it
passed, this despite
the fact that four-ot-
iive attendees at a
key meeting dis-
agreed with the proj-
ect. With about one-
thousand acres of
farmland to be covered by the high-
way, (lie Highway 7 project wifi have
a significant effect on the environ-
ment, leading to poor air quality, and
subsequently, a number of other
potential sicknesses. Indeed, our era
has seen a dramatic increase in the
number of severe air-quality illness-
es, according to Greenwood-Speers.
She went on to state that "cars
are what people are forced into when
public transposition is insufficient
And while an alternative route of
travel between K-YV and Guelph is
definitely needed, other options exist
in the extension of VIA rail, GO lines
oi
- the 401.
"If you
want to
change
thern.
stop buy-
ing
Greenwood-Speers believes it's
"politically incorrect to just think
road,'' especially considering the
environmental protection dynamic
inherent in contemporay polite.
Another matter addressed by
Greenwood-Spoors was that ofpesti-
cide use in the region.
With a number of farms and
other pesticide-treated premises in
Waterloo, K-W has had to work hard
to avoid the ill-effects on health nor-
mally associated with pesticides.
However, while the transition is
somewhat extensive
in terms of time need-
ed for adjustment by
the natural environ-
ment, alternative
methods now exist in
relative abundance,
and therefore, the
process has grown
ever more attractive
to the majority.
A third issue dis-
cussed drewattention
to the problem of
water waste due to antiquated toilet
flushing systems.
Greenwopd-Speers. also offered
several suggestions for these hoping
to influence government and more,
more specifically, big buiness. As per
the latter, Greenwood-Speers says "if
you want to change them, stop buy-
ing them"
Overall, the discussion was stimu-
lating and provided some interesting
insight into those key environmental
issues we fend to ignore without
thinking of their long-term implica-
tions as they impact our collective
future.
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Are you looking for a summer job?
The following companies are Vital Link lce Cream & Event Marketing inc. Toronto For more information regard-
...
Hamilton Region Conservation Auth. - Hamilton
_currently hiririQ City of Kitchener - Kitchener ing these and other job
summer students: °~awa opportunities, come visit
Kinark Outdoor Centre Minden
Invents Sales & Promotions- Vancouver Career Services, Convenientlyt\i K u ta o i i a Outland Reforestation Inc. - Various
YWCA of Metropolitan Toronto - Toronto Rainbow Day Camp - Rockwood located aCrOSS from the A.C.
Centreville Amusement Park - Toronto Satisfaction Student Window Cleaners -
Athelstan Group Inc. - Toronto KW and Toronto
Shadow Lake Centre - Stouffville Ooskipukwa-First Nations Resource Council -
Rocky MountainYMCA - Calgary' Edmonton
The Senate of Canada - Ottawa Ontario Place Corporation - Toronto Career Services
White Rose Nurseries - Unionville Camp Tamakwa - Algonquin Park •. » ■ ■■ ■ ■*,
New Hampshire World Fellowship Center - Broland Enterprises Inc. - Northern Ontario WlllTlCi LaUTier University
New Hampshire Regional Municipality of Peel - Brampton KinnMcNail Consumer Healthcare - Guelph Consumer impact Marketing Ltd. - Various
* m,,a
YMCA of Cambridge - Cambridge Georgian Bay Rowing Club - Midland Waterloo ONYMCA Outdoor Education and Camping - Vancouver Ministry of Economic Development, Trade and
Huron Feathers Mission Centre - Warton Tourism - Various N2L 3C5
R& N Maintenance - Guelph Tim Horton Children's Foundation - Various -r_i /ClQ\ QO/ f|7in ovt AAQRWoodlot Forestry Service - Northwestern Ontario Conservation Corps Newfoundland and Labrador -
*
/
00^_u #I V CXI.
Trent Summer Sports Camp - Peterborough Newfoundland httDl//WWW.WIII.Ca/~WWCS COCounty of Grey-Owen Sound Museum - Owen Sound Qity 0f [\j orth York Parks and Recreation Department -
Children's Aid Society of London and Middlesex - North York
London Camp Wahanowin - Orillia
Treeline Reforestation Inc. - Northern Ontario jhe Deep River Science Academy - Deep River
Coast Range Contracting - Northern Ontario Office of the Legislative Assembly - Ottawa -
Chubb Insurance Company of Canada - Toronto C jty 0f Waterloo - Waterloo v -
Student Enterprise Painting - Various Ontario Waterway Cruises Inc. - Orillia W
Exer-Clean Launderers Ltd. - Minden Delawana Inn - Honey Harbour 112 ASea Lamprey Control Centre - Sault Ste. Marie Wldemess Reforestation - Northern Ontario 1
Sherkston Shores Resort - Sherkston Ontario Camping Association - Various k JBartram Reforestation - North Bay G.B. Catering - Muskoka-Haliburton Region
City of Toronto, Parks & Rec. - Toronto Geneva Park YMCA - Orillia A
Greenland Irrigation - Various Canadian Adventude Camp - Temagami
Engineered Solutions Corporation - Cambridge Federal Student Work Experience Program - Various j •
Viamede Resort - Woodview The St. Lawrence Parks Commission - Various JL<dLLlllC-X Ov^FVlCv^-S
Camp Brebeuf - Hamilton [| K. cornerstone of a great careerArowhon Pines - Toronto a
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Opinion
Political Invasion
Politics make me nauseous.
I haven't got the stomach for dishonesty.
Unfortunately, around this time ofyear both
politics and dishonesty seem to abound. I do
not consider myself a political being and
have had to struggle with the overload of
politics and bureaucracy I have been
thrown into. I was thoroughly unprepared
and unimpressed.
According to Webster's dictionary, the
word "politic" means, "in accordance with
good policy, expedient, judicious,prudent or
discreet." The only thing I have seen that
was discreet within this election was the
placement of spies to watch other candi-
dates' potential policy violations. Have we
been reduced to grade two tattle-tales?
A common phrase around election time
is empty campaign promises. Equally as
offensive as promises candidates have no
intention of implementing, I would say, are
campaign promises the candidate does not
believe in, but uses because they will garner
votes or leave them in good stead with other
future position holders.
I've been feeling lately that politics have
seeped into every aspect ofmy life. I was at
a conference recently, hosted by the
Canadian University Press, an organization
I was under the impression was founded on
integrity, honesty and the ideal of a cooper-
ative of student journalists learning from
and helping each other.
Now, while the individuals from the dif-
ferent newspapers did support that ideal, I
was confronted with an organization
bogged down in bureaucracy that was far
from facilitating up to date and relevant
knowledge to its shareholders. It seemed to
be more worried about outside threats to
the advertising agency it owns than to bet-
tering the services and support it provides
the papers who are members of it.
I can't help but wonder what it is that
causes these organizations to wander from
their original intent. Is it money? When peo-
ple are confronted with a $4.5 million
budget do they forget they were elected
solely to represent and fight for the rights of
Our elected
student
government
should be the
pawns of the
students.
the students and that the money is just
there to help them do that?
It is too easy for someone to become
entirely comfortable with this perception of
power, power they wouldn't actually have if
the students were keeping up to date and
informed on what their elected officials are
doing. Our elected student government
should be the pawns of the students. Keep
those officials accountable to you. Ask the
questions you want answered.
While 1 can tell you from experience this
will not make you a popular member of the
political ring, it is in your best interest to ask
these questions. Ask if you really need a
$21,000 new Millennium Lounge. Ask if the
services they are providing you are the
quality you expect and deserve.
If you will not do that, then at least base
the decision you make in this election on
honesty. Elections breed dishonesty and
scandal. Eliminate that.
Chose the person you believe will best
portray and support the fundamentals of
what you want out of your university expe-
rience.
It Is truly no surprise to me that the elec-
tion turnout numbers have dropped from
38 per cent twenty years ago to 19 per cent
ten years ago to 16.5 per cent last year. 1
hope that number increases this year and I
think the Elections Task Force has done a
great job in informing people.
It is sad to people must be bribed with
free tuition and other such niceties "to
become interested in how their money is
being spent though.
Henry Kissinger said, "University politics
are vicious precisely because the stakes are
so small."
It's true. In a few years we will all be out
of here and a whole new group will come
in. Don't get caught up in the political game.
Try to keep in perspective the ideals
upon which each of these organizations
was founded and which candidate comes
closest to honouring that spirit.
Sarah Schiefer
Editor-In-Chef
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the
author, and do not reflect those of The Cord Staff, the
editorial board, or WLUSP.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
TwentyFour
HourFolly
Dear Editor,
We are appalled that WLUSU can justify
spending $21,000 to build a new "play-
house." The current "24 flour-Lounge"
may not be flashy and may lack the
WLUSU name, but it is still an excellent
facility. The $21,000 earmarked for this
project could be put to much better use.
Have you seen the library lately? Or
what about the fact that Communications
students still have to line up for registratur-
ing in their courses? Or, the fact that there
is little choice in Distance Education cours-
es? When did watching TV and movies in
a state-of-the-art home theatre become a
requirement for education at Laurier?
Everytime the Student Union wastes
money on projects like this, all levels of
government and the general public will
continue to ignore our calls for lower
tuition. Wouldn't the $21,000 (which is the
students' money) be better invested in on e
of the above problems? Or since WLUSU
feel that it must do something with this
money "they are sitting on", why not cut
our Student Union fees? With a growing
tuition, we feel that WLUSU has not
addressed students' needs.
PS. "WLUSU Millenium Multimedia
Lounge" is NOT a cool name.
Scott Witmer and Genevieve Landry
MoreTwo
FourFolly
Dear Editor,
After reading your article last week about
the new Millennium Lounge replacing the
24-hour lounge, I was left with some ques-
tions.
Perhaps the most important question
brought to my mind is, Why do we need
such an elaborate tv/stereo system in this
lounge? I mean, sure, it would be great
and all, and give me just another excuse to
park my butt on a couch and veg instead of
doing homework, but is it necessary?
Recently, I was up in the lounge watch-
ing tv, and a certain group was having a
meeting in there as well. The tv had been
on all day as normal, and the volume was
not loud. But this group obviously felt it
was too loud, and sent someone to walk
over and turn down the volume on us.
Normally 1 don't have a problem with
that, but it brings up my point about hav-
ing an elaborate tv system. Who are the
people who get the priviledge of watching
DVD's? Why get surround sound, dvd, etc,
ifit would obviously be disrespectful to
other students using the lounge to have the
volume cranked, utilizing the full capabili-
ties of this system? It would be like me
buying a $900 mountain bike with full sus-
pension, and I'm only using it to ride to
school!
I'm not saying I'm opposed to the idea
of this new lounge, because I'm all for it,
but I think either some more planning has
to be done OR more information on the
layout and uses of this lounge has to be
presented to us students. Because I would
not want to see our hard-earned money
being used for something useless, nor do I
want to see fights breaking out between
angry soap opera fans and people who
want to do work in the general-purpose 24
lounge.
Sincerely,
Rob Vingerhoets
WorkoutNeeded Betterorkout
Dear Editor,
You don't get something for nothing.
Did everyone have a nice "walk-out
day"? Oh, you're not familiar with it?
You're probably not a10ne.... In my social
psychology lab the other day, only one out
of about twenty students did... can you
guess who??
However, I digress - that is not the point
I wish to make. Wednesday, February 2nd
was supposed to be a "penalty free" walk-
out day for students in protest of tuition
increase and funding cuts. Some profes-
sors asked their classes if they wanted a
class or not (for the record, Stats students
will take any opportunity to cancel class),
(Continued on next page)
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T h e  C o r d  W e e k l y  
W e d n e s d a y ,  F e b r u a r y  9 ,  2 0 0 0  O p i n i o n  •  7  
H E Y  Y o !  M O R E  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R  
( C o n t i n u e d  f r o m  p r e v i o u s  p a g e )  
b u t  b o t h  o f  m y  W e d n e s d a y  c l a s s e s  
d e c i d e d  t o  m e e t  l i k e  u s u a l .  
O f  c o u r s e ,  w e  h a v e  t h e  o p t i o n  o f  
d i t c h i n g  c l a s s  . . .  b u t  d o n ' t  w e  h a v e  
t h a t  o p t i o n  e v e r y  o t h e r  d a y  o f  o u r  
e d u c a t i o n a l  l i v e s ? ?  P e n a l t y  f r e e ?  l f  
I  s k i p  o u t  o n  m y  C l i n i c a l  c l a s s ,  I ' l l  
m i s s  v a l u a b l e  i n s t r u c t i o n s  o n  h o w  
t o  d o  a  p a p e r  w o r t h  2 0 %  o f  m y  
m a r k  I f  I  s k i p  o u t  o n  S t a t s ,  I ' l l  m i s s  
v a l u a b l e  i n f o r m a t i o n  t h a t  I ' l l  n e e d  
t o  e v e n  g e t  t h r o u g h  t h a t  c l a s s !  
P e n a l t y  f r e e ? ? ?  
I  t h i n k  L a u r i e r  p r o f e s s o r s ,  a l l  o f  
t h e m ,  s h o u l d  h a v e  c a n c e l e d  a l l  
c l a s s e s  s o  t h a t  s t u d e n t s  d i d n ' t  h a v e  
t o  d e c i d e  w h e t h e r  t h e y  s h o u l d  t a k e  
p o l i t i c a l  a c t i o n  o r  a t t e n d  t h e i r  c l a s s -
e s  i n  o r d e r  t o  g e t  t h e  c r e d i t  t h e y  
p a i d  $ 4 0 0  ( o r  $ 8 0 0 )  f o r  w i t h  t h e  
m o n e y  t h e y  w e r e n ' t  a b l e  t o  g e t  f r o m  
t h e  g o v e r n m e n t .  
M i n d y  S m i t h  
l N  C A S E  Y C ) L J  
F(
)})(-~ ( ) T  
. .  : ' \ .  J , .  I ,  
M I N I )  Y C ) t J R .  
L A N G L J A G E . u  
D U T ) E  
D e a r  E d i t o r ,  
I  a m  w r i t i n g  i n  r e g a r d s  t o  t h e  h e a d -
i n g  o f  y o u r  l e t t e r  " D o n ' t  J u s t  B i t c h ,  
G o  V o t e  . . .  B i t c h ! "  A s  a  s t u d e n t  w h o  
f i n a n c i a l l y  s u p p o r t s  t h e  p u b l i s h i n g  
o f  T h e  C o r d ,  I  f i n d  i t  u n f a t h o m a b l e  
t h a t  a  s t u d e n t  p u b l i c a t i o n  w o u l d  s o  
d e l i b e r a t e l y  p r i n t  s u c h  l a n g u a g e .  
W h e t h e r  w e ' r e  j o k i n g  o r  n o t ,  t h e  
w o r d  " B i t c h "  i s  o n e  o f  m a n y  i n s u l t s  
w h i c h  i n d i r e c t l y  d e g r a d e s  w o m e n  
a s  t o  t h e i r  s e x u a l  c o n d u c t  - w h a t  
d o e s  a  f e m a l e  d o g  d o ?  S h e  g o e s  
i n t o  h e a t .  W h a t  i s  a  " h o , "  " s k a n k , "  
o r  " w h o r e " ?  O f  c o u r s e  w e  a l l  k n o w  
a n d  w e  k n o w  i t ' s  n o t  f l a t t e r i n g .  
A s  a  f e m a l e  I  h e a r  t h i s  m y s o g y -
n i s t  l a n g u a g e  e v e r y d a y - a n d  n o w  
I  r e a d  i t .  I n  f a c t .  I  f i r s t  r e a d  i t  i n  a  
j o b  p o s t i n g  p l a c e d  i n  a n  O c t o b e r  
i s s u e  o f  T h e  C o r d .  T h e  a d  ( p l a c e d  
b y  a  C o r d  w r i t e r )  w a s  e n t i t l e d ,  
" W a n n a B e  M y  B i t c h ? "  T h i s  
e m p l o y m e n t  o p p o r t u n i t y ,  w o u l d  
a p p a r e n t l y  h a v e  i t s  p e r k s  b u t  o b v i -
o u s l y  c o u l d n ' t  b e  c o n s i d e r e d  " a  s t e p  
u p . "  W h e n  a  g r o u p  o f  c o n c e r n e d  
s t u d e n t s  a p p r o a c h e d  M s .  S a r a h  
.-----~&$But I  D i g r e s s - - _ _ _ _ ,  
A r e  
•  
v e  1 s  
M I C H A E L  B E R R Y  
g r o u p s  f o r m i n g  w h e r e  e v e r y o n e  
t r a d e s  p a r t n e r s  l i k e  B e v e r l y  H i l l s  
9 0 2 1 0  o n  V i a g r a .  B u t  i t  i s  a  p l a c e  t o  
l o o k  
T h e  p e o p l e  y o u  w o r k  w i t h  a r e  
a n o t h e r  p o s s i b i l i t y  w h e n  s e e k i n g  a  
p a r t n e r  ( l  d o n ' t  w o r k  s o  t h e r e  g o e s  
s t r i k e  t w o ) .  M a n y  p e o p l e  f i n d  t h i s  a  
p o s i t i v e  a r e a .  T h i n k  o f  i t  - t h e y ' r e  
I  l o v e  t h i s  t i m e  o f  y e a r .  p a i d  t o  b e  t h e r e ,  s o  t h e y ' r e  n o t  g o i n g  
W h e n  t h e  e x c i t e m e n t  o f  a n y w h e r e  u n t i l  t h e  s h i f t  i s  o v e r .  
G r o u n d h o g  D a y  p a s s e s ,  t h e r e  c o m e  B e i n g  a b l e  t o  g e t  a l o n g  w i t h  o t h e r s  i s  
V a l e n t i n e s  D a y  r i g h t  a r o u n d  t h e  c o r - a  v a l u a b l e  w o r k  s k i l l  s o  p e o p l e  w i l l  
n e r ,  b r i n g i n g  a l l  i t s  h o p e s  w i t h  i t .  W e  a t  l e a s t  p r e t e n d  t o  b e  f r i e n d l y  a n d  
a l l  p r o b a b l y  h a v e  o u r  o w n  t r a d i t i o n s  t a l k a t i v e .  T h e  o n l y  h a n g - u p  i s  t h e  
o n  V a l e n t i n e s  D a y .  t h r e a t  o f  a  s e x u a l  
Y o u  m a y  
f i n d  a  
F o r  s o m e  i t ' s  a  
r o m a n t i c  e v e n i n g  
w i t h  o u r  l o v e d  o n e ;  
f o r  o t h e r s  i t ' s  a l c o -
h o l  a n d  c h o c o l a t e .  
T o  e a c h  h i s l h e r  
h a r a s s m e n t  s u i t  
( t a k e  m y  w o r d  
f o r  i t ,  a r e  t h e y  
e v e r  m e s s y ) .  B u t  
y o u  t a k e  y o u r  
y  0  u  n  g  c h a n c e s .  
o w n .  d  •  •  P e e r i n g  t h r o u g h  
B u t  h o w  d o e s  a  C  a  e  f f i  1  C  1  n  t h e  b l i n d s  o f  m y  
o n e  f i n d  l o v e  i n  b  d  b  •  ,  ,  p e s s i m i s m ,  i t  ~ 
t h e s e  t i m e s ?  T h e  e  '  u  t  1  t  s  p l a i n  t o  s e e  t h a t  
f i r s t  s t o p  i s  u s u a l l y  d  b  f  }  t h i n g s  a r e n ' t  a s  
t h e  l o c a l  c l u b .  W e  0  U  t  U  e a s y  a s  t h e y  
g e t  i n  o u r  b e s t  a n d  ,  1 1  c o u l d  b e .  B u t  
h e r d  t o  t h e  s o u n d s  y  0  U  t h e n  a g a i n  t h i n g s  
o f  t h e  T u r r e t ' s  v e r y  f  . .  •  d  1  n e v e r  a r e ,  a n d  ·  
d a t e d  m u s i c .  M o s t  1  n  .  0  V  e  .  t h e y  w e r e ,  w h e r e  
p e o p l e  m u s t  f i g u r e  w o u l d  t h e  c h a l -
t h a t  i f  t h e  G a p  s h i r t  d o e s n ' t  g e t  ' e m ,  
a l l  t h e  b r o w n  l i q u o r  w i l l .  R e g a r d l e s s ,  
y o u  m a y  f i n d  a  y o u n g  f e m a l e  a c a -
d e m i c  i n  y o u r  b e d ,  b u t  i t ' s  d o u b t f u l  
y o u ' l l  a c t u a l l y  f i n d  l o v e .  
" I  l i k e  t o t a l l y  t h i n k  t h e  b u r n t  
a l m o n d  l i p s t i c k  i s  b e t t e r  f o r  m y  f a c e  
t h a n  o n  t h e  s l a t e . "  
" P l e a s e  g e t  o u t . "  
I ,  o f  c o u r s e ,  d o n ' t  h a v e  t h i s  p r o b -
l e m ,  a s  I  d o n ' t  t a l k  t o  g i r l s  . . .  a n d  t h e y  
d o n ' t  t a l k  t o  m e .  T h a t  a s i d e ,  w h e r e  i s  
o n e  t o  l o o k  n e x t  f o r  t h e i r  l o v e ?  
Y o u  i m m e d i a t e  s u r r o u n d i n g s  a r e  
a  g o o d  s t a r t i n g  p o i n t .  T h e  p e o p l e  
y o u  " h a n g "  w i t h .  B u t  t h e n ,  o f  c o u r s e ,  
y o u  g e t  t h e s e  l i t t l e  i n c e s t u o u s  t r i b a l  
l e n g e  b e ?  
I  g u e s s  t h e  f a c t  i s  y o u  n e v e r  k n o w  
w h e n  s o m e t h i n g ' s  g o i n g  t o  f a l l  i n  
y o u r  l a p .  J u s t  t a k e  t h e  u p s  w i t h  t h e  
d o w n s  a n d  a l l  t h a t  s h i t .  E v e r y o n e  i s  
b o u n d  t o  f i n d  h i s  o r  h e r  b e t t e r  h a l f  
I t  j u s t  t a k e s  l o n g e r  f o r  s o m e  t h a n  f o r  
o t h e r s .  
P e r s o n a l l y ,  I  t h i n k  W i n s t o n  
C h u r c h i l l  g o t  i t  w r o n g .  I  b e l i e v e  i t ' s  
w o m e n  a n d  n o t  R u s s i a  t h a t  i s  a  r i d -
d l e  w r a p p e d  i n  a  m y s t e r y  i n s i d e  a n  
e n i g m a .  
B u t  m a y b e  t h a t ' s  j u s t  m e .  
S c h i e f e r ,  
E d i t o r - i n - C h i e f ,  r e g a r d i n g  t h i s  a d ,  i t  
s e e m e a  . . . .  ~: . . .  , . .  h a d  a c h i e v e d  a  
m u t u a l  u n d e r s t a n d m
0  
. . : .  _  •  t h k  l a n -
g u a g e  w a s  i n s u l t i n g  a n d  t h u s  u n f i t  
f o r  p u b l i c a t i o n .  
I n  h i n d s i g h t ,  I  s e e  t h a t  p e r h a p S  I  
m i s u n d e r s t o o d  M s .  S c h i e f e r ' s  i n t e n -
t i o n s .  T h e  C o r d  d o e s n ' t  s e e m  c o n -
c e r n e d  a b o u t  t h e  c o n c e r n s  o f  t h e i r  
a p p r o x i m a t e  8 5 %  f e m a l e  r e a d e r -
s h i p .  O b v i o u s l y ,  T h e  C o r d ' s  s l o g a n ,  
" Y o u r . P r e s s ,  Y o u r  V o i c e "  ( J a n .  2 6 ,  
2 0 0 0 )  h a s n ' t  b e e n  t a k e n  t o  h e a r t .  
A y e s h a  C o o s e m a n s  
W H C )  I s  
K R . c )  E  I < E i z ?  
D e a r  E d i t o r ,  
E v i l  E x o t i c  
E x c e s s e s  
A s A n  K l Y A N I  
I  l i k e  A I .  A I ' s  a  n i c e  g u y .  H e ' s  o n e  o f  
t h e  c u s t o d i a l  s t a f f  t h a t  l o o k s  a f t e r  u s  
u p  h e r e  i n  t h e  C a m p u s  C e n t r e .  
A I  w a s  g o n e  o n  v a c a t i o n  a  f e w  
w e e k s  a g o ,  r e l a x i n g  i n  C u b a  w i t h  
h i s  f a m i l y  f o r  a  c o u p l e  o f  w e e k s .  
N o w  s i g h  a n d  s a y  " L u c k y  b a s t a r d ! "  
R e a d i n g  W e e k  i s  c o m i n g  u p  a n d  
m a n y  o f  u s  w i l l  b e  g o i n g  o f f  t o  C u b a  
o r  P u e r t o  V a l l a r t a  o r  t h e  
D o m i n i c a n .  T h e  v a s t  m a j o r i t y  w h o  
w i l l  v i s i t  t h e s e  a n d  o t h e r  s i m i l a r  
e x o t i c  l o c a l e s  w i l l  b e  s t a y i n g  a t  s o m e  
r e s o r t .  A n d  I  t h i n k  t h i s  i s  h u g e l y  
p r o b l e m a t i c  a n d .  t o  a  c e r t a i n  
d e g r e e ,  i m m o r a l .  
T h e s e  R e a d i n g  W e e k  R e s o r t s  
a r e  t o o l s  o f  e x p l o i t a t i o n ,  w h e t h e r  
t h e y ' r e  r u n  b y  a  c o m m u n i s t  C a s t r o  
o r  d e m o c r a t i c  D o m i n i c a n .  R e s o r t s  
a r e n ' t  d e s i g n e d  t o  g i v e  a  y o u  a  p r o p -
e r  s e n s e  o f  t h e  a r e a  y o u ' r e  v i s i t i n g .  
Y o u  d o n ' t  g e t  t h e  r e a l i t y  o f  n a t i V e  
c u l t u r e  o r  l i f e .  I n  t h e .  j l l O S t  g e n e r a l  
J e f f r e y  J .  K r o e k e r  h a s  s p e n t  t h e  l a s t  
t w o  a n d  a  h a l f  y e a r s  c r e a t i n g  a n  
i m a g e  o f  m a t u r i t y .  H e  s t a n d s  o u t  
a m o n g s t  t h e  m a j o r i t y  o f  t h e  s t u d e n t  
l . I V u J  : . . ;  \ . , ; . ,  d r e s s  a n d  m a n n e r ;  a s  a  
r e s u l t ,  J e f f r e y  i s  o t t e n  u . ; . ; t a k e n  f o r  
a n  o l d e r  m a n .  H e  p r i d e s  h i m s e l f  o n  
t h e  d e d i c a t i o n  h e  b r i n g s  t o  W L U S U  
a s  C h a i r  o f  t h e  B o a r d  o f  D i r e c t o r s  
a n d  h i s  k n o w l e d g e  o f  i t s  b y l a w s  a r e  
r e m a r k a b l e .  
H o w e v e r ,  M r .  K r o e k e r ,  i n  m o u l d -
i n g  h i m s e l f  a s  s u c h  a n  i n d i v i d u a l ,  
h a s  a l i e n a t e d  a  l a r g e  n u m b e r  o f  
s t u d e n t s  w h o  l o o k  a n d  a c t  d i f f e r e n t -
l y .  J e f f r e y ,  i n  c a m p a i g n i n g  t o  
b e c o m e  t h e  n e x t  W L U S U  P r e s i d e n t ,  
h a s  d e c i d e d  t o  c h a n g e  t h i s  p e r c e p - .  
t i o n  o f  h i m s e l f ;  b u t  i t  h a s  b e e n  a  
r u s h e d  a n d  c o n v e n i e n t  t r a n s i t i o n .  
T h e  b r o c h u r e s  h i s  c a m p a i g n  t e a m  
w e r e  h a n d i n g  o u t  d u r i n g  t h e  o p e n  
f o r u m  o n  M o n d a y ,  F e b r u a r y  7 t h ,  
d e p i c t e d  J e f f r e y  a s  a n  easy-go~g 
s t u d e n t  a l w a y s  r e a d y  t o  d r i n k  i t  u p  
b a k i n g  t h e  b e a n s  
y e t  a t  t h e  s a m e  t i m e  t h e  m o s t  a c c u -
r a t e  t e r m s ,  w h e n  y o u  s t a y  a t  o n e  o f  
t h e s e  r e s o r t s  w i t h  t h e  s p e c i a l  y o u t h  
p a c k a g e s  t a r g e t e d  a t  h o r n y  c o l l e g e  
s t u d e n t s ,  y o u  d o n ' t  e x p e r i e n c e  t h e  
t r u t h  o f  t h e  c o u n t r y .  W h a t  y o u  g e t  
i n s t e a d  i s  P a l m  S p r i n g s  i n  S p a n i s h .  
T h e s e  l o v e l y  p l a c e s  a r e  l i n g e r i n g  
R e a d i n g  
W e e k  
R e s o r t s  a r e  
t o o l s  o f  
e x p l o i t a t i o n .  
i n s t i t u t i o n s  o f  c o l o n i a l i s m .  J u s t  l i k e  
p r e - C a s t r o  H a v a n a  w a s  h o p p i n g  
w i t h  t h e  R a t  P a c k ,  s o  i s  P u e r t o  
V a l l a r t a  j u m p i n g  w i t h  d r u n k ,  ( r e l a -
t i v e l y )  r i c h ,  N o r t h  A m e r i c a n  u n i v e r -
s i t y  k i d s  - t h e  B r a t  P a c k ,  i f  y o u  w i l l .  
T h e  r e s o r t  i t s e l f  e m p l o y s  n a t i v e s  
i n  a  s e r v i l e  e n v i r o n m e n t  a t  b e l o w  
l i v i n g  w a g e s  t o  m a k e  t h e  r i c h  f o r -
w i t h  o t h e r s  o r  b y  h i m s e l f  
l a s t  s e m e s t e r ,  I  r a n  i n  t h e  b y -
e l e c t i o n  f o r  t h e  W L U S U  B o a r d  o f  
·  D i r e c t o r s  a n d  w a s  f o r c e d  t o  c h a n g e  
o n e  o f  m y  p o s t e r s  b e c a u s e  i t  a l l u d e d  
t o  a l c o h o l .  I n  t h e . < ; e  p i c t u r e s  o f  
K r e o k e r ,  h e  d o e s  n o t  o n l y  a l l u d e  t o  
a l c o h o l ,  b u t  l o o k s  t o  b e  g e t t i n g  
r e a d y  f o r  a  T h u r s d a y  n i g h t  a t  T h e  
T u r r e t .  
M y  p r o b l e m  i s  n o t  w i t h  t h e  u s e  
o f  a l c o h o l  i n  a d v e r t i s i n g .  R a t h e r ,  i t  
s e e m s  K r o e k e r  t h i n k s  h e  c a n  m a k e  
h i s  o w n  r u l e s .  H i s  p o s t e r s  c l e a r l y  
p u t  h i m  a b o v e  h i s  f e l l o w  s t u d e n t s ,  
r e f e r r i n g  t o  u s  a s  a n i m a l s .  T h e  f a c t  
t h a t  M r .  K r o e k e r  t h i n k s  l i f e  a t  
L a u r i e r  c o u l d  n o t  s u r v i v e  w i t h o u t  
h i m  d e m o n s t r a t e s  h i s  a r r o g a n c e .  
J e f f r e y ,  y o u  c o u l d  c e r t a i n l y  u s e  a  
c h a n g e  i n  y o u r  a t t i t u d e ,  b u t  t h i s  
d e s p e r a t e  a t t e m p t  i s  t o o  l i t t l e ,  t o o  
l a t e .  
J e f f  C a r v e r  
e i g n e r s  f e e l  g o o d  a n d  l o v e d .  I t  d o e s -
n ' t  e n r i c h  l o c a l  c u l t u r e  o r  e v e n  g i v e  
a  f a i r  r e p r e s e n t a t i o n  o f  i t .  I t  d o e s n ' t  
c r e a t e  a  p r o f i t  t h a t ' s  r e i n v e s t e d  i n  
t h e  c o u n t r y  t o  a c t u a l l y  h e l p  d e v e l o p  
a n d  d i v e r s n y  i t s  e c o n o m y ,  b u t  a  
p r o f i t  t h a t  i s  r e t u r n e d  t o  t h e  r e s o r t ' s  
m a i n l y  f o r e i g n  o w n e r s .  
T h e  m o n e y  s p e n t  a t  t h e  r e s o r t ,  
o n  t h e  t o u r ,  o n  t h e  p a c k a g e  d e a l  w e  
g o t ,  a l l  g o e s  t o w a r d  s o l i d i f Y i n g  a  
w a y  o f  d e g r a d i n g  o t h e r  h u m a n  
b e i n g s .  
S o  w h i l e  w e  p a r t y  i t  u p  i n  o u r  
g a t e d  c o m m u n i t y  o f  a  r e s o r t ,  s i p -
p i n g  s a n g r i a  i n  t h e  s h a d e ,  w e ' r e  
u n c o n s c i o u s l y  a d d i n g  t o  t h e  e c o -
n o m i c  w o e s  o f  t h a t  c o u n t r y .  W e ' r e  
u n c o n s c i o u s l y  d e g r a d i n g  t h a t  c o u n -
t r y ' s  n a t i v e  c u l t u r e  w h i l e  e l e v a t i n g  
o u r  o w n .  W e ' r e  u n c o n s c i o u s l y  
d e m o n s t r a t i n g  o u r  o w n  i g n o r a n c e  
a b o u t  t h e  t r u l y  e x p l o i t a t i v e  n a t u r e  
o f  o u r  a c t i o n s .  
M o s t  i m p o r t a n t l y ,  a f t e r  e x a m i n -
i n g  t h e  s i t u a t i o n  a n d  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  
t h e  r a m i f i c a t i o n s  o f  o u r  a c t i o n s ,  
s o m e  o f  u s  w i l l  c o n s c i o u s l y ,  a c t i v e l y  
a n d  w i l l f u l l y  c o n t i n u e  o n  a n y w a y s .  
A n d  t h e r e  w e  l a y  i n  t h e  s u n .  
U n c o n s c i o u s  a n d  u n c a r i n g .  
. - - - - - - T h e  R i  
P e r s p e c t i v e - - - - _ _ _ ,  
L e t  U s  
L e g i s l a t e  U s  
C m u s  S O I A F E R  
I t  a p p e a r s  a s  i f  t h e  s a g a  i n v o l v i n g  
O n t a r i o ' s  E d u c a t i o n  M i n i s t e r  a n d  
t h e  U n i t e d  N a t i o n s  H u m a n  R i g h t s  
C o m m i t t e e  r e f u s e s  t o  f a d e  a w a y .  
Rec~ntly, C a n a d a ' s  F o r e i g n  
A f f a i r s  M i n i s t e r  l l o y d  A x w o r t h y  
w r o t e  J a n e t  E c k e r ,  t h e O n t a r i o  
E d u c a t i o n  M i n i s t e r  a  l e t t e r  u r g i n g  
h e r  t o  a c c e p t  t h e  U n i t e d  N a t i o n ' s  r u l -
i n g .  l a s t  f a l l ,  t h e  U N  c o n d e m n e d  t h e  
p r o v i n c e  o f  O n t a r i o  f o r  f a i l i n g  t o  f u n d  
a l l  r e l i g i o u s  s c h o o l s .  C u r r e n t l y ,  s e p a -
r a t e  e d u c a t i o n  f u n d i n g  i s  o n l y  p r o -
v i d e d  f o r  t h e  C a t h o l i c  r e l i g i o n .  
T h e  p o i n t  t h a t  n e e d s  t o  b e  m a d e  
f i r s t  a n d  f o r e m o s t  i s  t h a t  e d u c a t i o n  i s  
a  p r o v i n c i a l  c o n c e r n ,  n o t  a  f e d e r a l  
o n e .  T h u s ,  M r .  A x w o r t h y  n e e d s  t o  
p r o m p t l y  b u t t  o u t  o f  t h i s  p a r t i c u l a r  
s i t u a t i o n  w h i c h  s h o u l d  b e  o f  n o  c o n -
c e r n  t o  h i m .  S e c o n d l y ,  t h e  f a c t  i s  t h a t  
O n t a r i o ' s  l e g a l  o b l i g a t i o n s  t o  C a t h o l i c  
s c h o o l s  e x i s t  s o l e l y  b e c a u s e  o f  t h e  
B r i t i s h  N o r t h  A m e r i c a  A c t  o f  1 8 6 7 ,  
w h i c h  c o n s t i t u t i o n a l l y  g u a r a n t e e d  
T h e  U N  
c o n d e m n e d  
O n t a r i o  f o r  
f a i l i n g  t o  
f u n d  a l l  
r e l i g i o u s  
s c h o o l s .  
U n i t e d  N a t i o n s  i s  u n a c c o u n t a b l e  
t o  t h e  C a n a d i a n  e l e c t o r a t e .  D o m e s t i c  
p o l i t i c a l  i s s u e s  a r e  m o r e  a p p r o p r i -
a t e l y  l e f t  u p  t o  t h e  p o l i t i c i a n s  a n d  
v o t e r s  o f  C a n a d a .  
F i n a l l y ,  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  a n  i n c o n s i s -
t e n c y  d o e s  e x i s t  i n  t l i a t  e d u c a t i o n  
f u n d i n g  i s  p r o v i d e d  f o r  C a t h o l i c s  a n d  
n o t  f o r  o t h e r  r e l i g i o n s  c a n  a n d  
s h o u l d  b e  a d e q u a t e l y  a d d r e s s e d  b y  
t h e  E d u c a t i o n  M i n i s t e r .  H o w e v e r ,  
t h i s  c a n  b e  d o n e  w i t h o u t  i n t e r v e n -
t i o n  b y  t h e  U n i t e d  N a t i o n s .  
T h e  v a r i o u s  r e l i g i o u s  a n d  p a r -
e n t s  g r o u p s  s e e k i n g  f u n d i n g  f o r  
o t h e r  r e l i g i o u s  d e n o m i n a t i o n s  w o u l d  
b e  b e t t e r  o f f .  a n d  t h e i r  a r g u m e n t s ·  
w o u l d  c a r r y  f a r  m o r e  w e i g h t  a n d  
c r e d i b i l i t y  i f  t h e y  r e f r a i n e d  f r o m  t r y -
i n g  t o  s u b v e r t  .  t h e  d e m o c r a t i c  
p r o c e s s  i n  C a n a d a .  T h e y  w o u l d  h a v e  
m y  s y m p a t h y  a n d  s u p p o r t  i f  t h e y  
i n s t e a d  l o b b i e d  f o r  i n c r e a s e d  
s e p a r a t e  e d u c a t i o n  f u n d i n g  f o r ·  p a r e n t a l  c h o i c e  i n  e d u c a t i o n  t h o u g h  
C a t h o l i c s .  T h i r d l y ,  a n o t h e r  p o i n t  t h a t  c h a r t e r  s c h o o l s  a n d  v o u c h e r  p r o -
n e e d s  t o  b e  s t r e s s e d  i s  t h a t  t h e  g r a m s .  
International
Subtle counterrevolutions
Chris Pearce
When President Hugo Chavez talks
about the "democratic revolution"
ongoing in Venezuela, it appears
doubtful that he's acquainted with
the modern notion of "democracy".
With the monopolization and manip-
ulation of the concept by the United
States, the term "democracy" has
taken on a twisted meaning in the
contemporary world - especially
where Latin America is concerned.
Nowadays, in order to have the
systems under which they govern
considered democratic, Latin
American countries are compelled to
do what they're told is 'good for
them' - that is, they must abide by
the principles of capitalism and free
market economics, thus deepening
their dependency on the United
States.
What this means is that so long as
administrations in the region care-
fully balance their economic policies
along a neo-liberal tightrope they
need not fear the fall from American
grace. Basically, to maintain their
'democratic legitimacy' in the eyes of
the U.S., Latin American countries
must ensure that the 'right' leaders
are in power; leaders willing to bend
to the will of the Northern hegemo-
ny; leaders apparently unlike Hugo
Chavez.
Moreover, the U.S. has the over-
whelming tendency to treat Latin
America countries like so many ado-
lescent children, begging for inde-
pendence yet too immature and ide-
alistic to grasp the pressures of the
real world, and therefore, ill-pre-
pared to handle greater freedom.
When Latin American nations do
get out of control, the United States
will use its international lending
organizations to take away their
allowance - or at least threaten to -
and, in worse case rebellions, slap
'em around a little.
If countries of the region do
attempt to assert their right to self-
determination, the U.S. has tried
desperately to cut them off from the
global family ofnations completely.
What's more, when Latin
American leaders begin to realize
the popular demands of their people
as Chavez appears poised to do,
they're most often depicted in the
North American media as dictatorial
goons bent on autocratic domination
of their respective nations (regard-
less of whether they were elected or
not).
This happened in Guatemala as it
did in Nicaragua. Now it's happening
again in Venezuela, despite the fact
that Hugo Chavez won a convincing
victory in Venezuela's presidential
elections ofDecember '98.
Literally the day ofthe Chavez tri-
umph, the North American media
began to cast doubt on the future of
the 40-year old democracy in
Venezuela, and have since interpret-
ed a preponderance ofChavez's poli-
cies as "harbingers of dictatorship" -
including his drive to institute the
new constitution which makes it pos-
sible to eliminate corrupt elements of
the congress and judiciary, and also
allows Chavez to rule until 2012.
Truth be known, Chavez is huge-
ly popular in Venezuela, drawing his
support from the impoverished
majority that constitutes at least 80
percent of the Venezuelan popula-
tion. Venezuela is
among the
world's most
abundant
sources of petro-
leum, and the
leading exporter
of oil products to
the United
States. However,
the benefits of the natural wealth
present in the country have been
poured on a small elite class with
close ties to an inveterate system of
government venality that gives "a
large majority barely a drop to sur-
vive on", as Chavez explained at a
rally of university of students.
The primarily nationalistic plat-
form of Chavez, which, in his own
words, "would remove power from
those that have accumulated it
immorally and obscenely for 40 or
50 years and redistribute it," puts
such a structure ofinternal exploita-
tion at great risk.
And while many "Chavistas"
believe the assassination of Chavez
by the local elite may be 'imminent',
the threat to the power of the Chavez
government posed by the United
States is a far greater obstacle to be
overcome (never mind the fact that
Chavez has control of the
Venezuelan army).
Members of the American
Th p. TT SL TjayHn
administration have already con-
fessed to being "deeply concerned"
by the Chavez government, and
given the immense geo-economic
significance of Venezuela for the
United States, and Chavez's use of
words like "redistribute", the
American Congress could likely be
persuaded to offer the financial sup-
port necessary to depose Chavez - as
several prominent American news-
papers have already recommended -
and ensure that American oil con-
cerns in Venezuela aren't put in jeop-
ardy.
In the latter halfof the last centu-
ry the U.S. went to great lengths to
weaken Central American govern-
ments with similar nationalist ten-
dencies where the economic stakes
weren't nearly as high, so there is
reason to believe they'll do the same
in Venezuela - even though the inter-
national circumstances surrounding
the situation are quite different.
The U.S. has long since feared the
effect that a working example of
nationalist government could have in
the region, so if Chavez succeeds in
stamping out the chronic corruption
and state malevolence endemic in
almost every Latin American nation,
other countries might logically be
encouraged to follow suit.
One thing's for sure, without the
Iron Curtain intact the U.S. won't
have the convenient 'red threat' to
employ as a subterfuge should it
become necessary to bring down
Chavez; making the democratic
angle all the more important.
The North American media has
already put a lot of emphasis on
Chavez's close relationship with
Fidel Castro, and his confessed
admiration for the communist revo-
lution in Cuba; paralleling Chavez's
attempt to centralize power in his
own hands with the early stages of
the Castro dictatorship in Cuba.
Indeed, Chavez has provided enough
evidence to the fact that he's at least
partly interested in the leverage
offered by a dicta-
torship.
The similarities
go further as
Chavez, much like
Castro, organized a
failed coup that led
to his imprisonment
six years prior to
assuming the Venezuelan presiden-
cy through legal means.
Chavez believed then, as he does
now, that to prevent Venezuela from
coming apart at the seams some
limit to the negative impacts of neo-
liberalism on the general population
will have to be imposed.
With Latin American poverty to
an extreme - especially in light ofthe
egregious concentration of wealth in
the hands of an elite few - it is only a
matter of time before the region is
irreversibly destabilized.
According to Chavez, "the reality
is that the economic model was shat-
tered here, and still worse, the polit-
ical model was shattered, and even
worse, the moral model was shat-
tered. Venezuela has been ripped to
pieces."
It follows that Chavez's revolution
is more than a political revolution, it
is a comprehensive social revolution.
And while the 'Bolivarian' goals of
the Chavez revolution are all good
and necessary, it's more than a bit
naive of Hugo Chavez to think that
the modern, U.S.-guided system of
democracy is about to help him
reach those goals.
WHAT CAN YOU DO FOR HUMANITY?
At university, it is very easy for stu-
dents to reduce their world to the
2km radius around WLU.
Between classes, jobs and other
activities, there is so much to think
about that it is often hard to see
past our little piece of the world.
However, sometimes we must
remind ourselves to use a more
global perspective.
Human rights violations and
abuses, although they do not
directly touch most of us, still
appall us with their shocking cru-
elty. Undoubtedly, most of us
would love to eradicate the suffer-
ing of others if there were a clear,
simple solution; unfortunately, the
problems are not simple and often
appear insurmountable.
THEY ARE NOT. There are
many small steps we as students
can easily take to alleviate the suf-
fering of other human beings. On
Sunday, Feb. 13 at 7pm in the
Science Building, find out more
about the issues at hand and how
we can deal with them. Three
experts who have dedicated their
lives to the cause, activists from the
Peace Research Institute, the
Canadian Council for Refugees,
and the East Timor Alert Network,
will be sharing their experiences
and their ideas on how we as stu-
dents can take action. Members
of local and on-campus human
rights organizations will be there
to help us get involved directly.
This is the perfect opportunity for
each of us to use our influence to
make a difference in a cause that
really, truly matters: Human
Rights - and Responsibilities.
(Admission is free. Discussion and
refreshments to follow.)
EYE ON HUMAN RIGHTS
Is Education a Human Right?
Chris Pearce
While much has been made of
the global struggle for human
rights, one fact has become all
too apparent: Nowhere in the
UN Declaration of human
rights is the right to education
mentioned.
It seems ironic that a docu-
ment meant to be applied to
the whole of the human race
wouldn't set out some meas-
ure whereby it could be under-
stood by all. That is to say, that
in order to know your rights
you need to be able to under-
stand them first. Yet no where
in the Declaration is there
explicit mention of the univer-
sal right to education.
Whatever the case, stu-
dents at the largest university
in the Western Hemisphere,
UNAM in Mexico City, seem to
feel that they should have not
only the right to education, but
the right to a free education at
that. Students at the universi-
ty began a strike some 290
days ago after tuition increas-
es from a few cents to $140
were announced. Though the
university backed down, a
group of more radical protest-
ers held-out in an effort to
achieve a six-point set of
demands revolving around the
issue of their deteriorating
education. They have succeed-
ed in bringing the matter to
the world's attention.
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The WTO and the speed of change
Timothy Durkin
In a late '99 issue of THISMagcizine-
a leftist-leaning publication - design-
er Bruce Mau and author Naomi
Klein discuss how commercial
Utopias like Nike Town and the Roots
Lodge alter our cities and public
spaces. The general consensus was
that these 'pseudo-public' spaces are
fulfilling a role that communities
used to play. That is, where a public
square once served as the central
gathering place for a town, shopping
centres in the mold of the Chapters-
Starbucks dynasty, are now the
places which we gravitate towards to
discuss ideas.
The negative effect of this is that
it is commercialism that drives and
determines how, where and what we
discuss. For example, in a public
place a person could put forth any
opinion they wished and it was soci-
ety that judged its value. Now,
because the places we gather are
privately owned, our opinions,
beliefs and rights are limited.
Corporations defining our social
agenda has many forms.
What Klein and Mau did not
delve into were the global implica-
tions of their thoughts. For example,
the basis for the World Trade
Organization is to allow for the
expansion of capitalism into closed -
or high-tariff - economies.
Supposedly, the establishment a Nike
factory in Indonesia will promote
higher standards of living for the
people of this impoverished land.
However, one must consider who
stands to gain from such endeav-
ours. President Bill Clinton wasted
no time attempting to answer this
question when he recently
addressed the World Economic
Forum (the WTO's baby-brother) in
Davos, Switzerland. Clinton's mes-
sage was clear. "We have got to reaf-
firm unambiguously that open mar-
kets and rule-based trade are the
best engine we know to lift living
standards, reduce environmental
destruction and build shared pros-
perity." This is an
example of the
responsibility we,
through our elected
officials, have given
to industry.
Industry says
that society would
be nowhere without it's guiding pres-
ence; and thus that we should leave
it up to them to solve the world's
injustices. The industrial sector
would have us leave it up to them to
fix the mess that they themselves
have created.
Many believe open markets have,
among other things, lead to defor-
estation and unimaginable pollution.
But business has claimed to run
these public spaces more efficiently
than government, governments
have twisted the evidence to give
impetus to that claim. As Klein
states, "We're seeing the importance
of politics recede - and branding fill-
ing up all the available space. The
only people putting the time and
resources into public spaces are pri-
vate corporations."
Of course there are organiza-
tions, such as the non-govemmen-
tal-organizations (NGO's), that
protested the WTO in Seattle hoping
other solutions can be introduced to
bring positive social change to devel-
oping countries. Unfortunately, they
do not have the resources to confront
business head-on. In an interesting
moment during Clinton's speech at
Davos he urged his audience to
include NGO's in the struggle to fig-
ure out the rules of free trade. In
terms of private and public space,
joining theWTO would present some
interesting problems to NGO's. NGO's
claim to be speaking for the people,
Coramercia 1i sm drives
determines .
but were they to join the WTO they
would be limited to a very strict
agenda.
Another issue is that as the nego-
tiations are held in private how could
the NGO's relate to their audience
what has gone on? Another concern
with allowing NGO's into the WTO
fold is the officials at the WTO are all
elected officials - or are chosen by
elected officials - while NGO repre-
sentatives would not be. Who exact-
ly would any particular NGO be
speaking for? Certainly not any one
nation.
So that leaves NGO's to fight from
the outside. As a result, NGO's will
constantly be playing catch up to cor-
porations.
The reason corporations have
the advantage over private space
and opinion is that they move in a
faster frame of time. There are three
basic time frames which exist in our
world; business time, which is
always looking forward; social time,
which attempts to deal with issues of
the day, though generally lags; and
ancient time which is the natural
time of the environment.
Business time has never meshed
with the other two. While social time
has through the course of history
moved along with ancient time, busi-
ness time is continually dragging it
forward. While at times in our histo-
ry we have had rules and regulations
sufficient to give us opportunities,
business, like
science time,
says enough is
always too little.
Business is
capable of creat-
ing ramifica-
tions that society
has not even had time to consider.
But because every one appreciates
advancement (we are told we are
ant-social fwe do not) we give busi-
nesses room to maneuver. Business
has come to be seen as a provider of
great advances in terms of social
well being but its a mirage.
As Naomi Klein says in the THIS
magazine article, "The Eaton Centre
is not a public space, it's a commer-
cial space. And a commercial space
is defined legally very different."
What this means is, advances in
business are good for business, not
necessarily for the common good.
When corporations move into
'underdeveloped' countries they
believe they are acting in as social
mind set but they are actually acting
in their own interests. It is good for
Nike that we want to spend time in
their stores. It is good for Nike to
house a factory in a country with
more lax about laws and lower
taxes. What good does it do society?
While business continues to create
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Election 2000 Platforms
PresidentialCandidates
ANDY DENNETT
The office of president of the Students'
Union is a position I know 1 can fill effec-
tively and responsibly. 1 believe a good
president must be in touch with student
needs and have a linger on the pulse of
the campus. The president must also have
strong leadership skills and a
personality that is compatible with the
people.
Laurier students have been represented
ineffectively for too long and it's time for a
change. 1 bring experience in leadership,
management of people and resources,
listening to students and hearing what
they say, as well as the ability to make tough decisions. 1 believe the presi-
dent should be a liaison between the students and the administration as a
representative of their needs and concerns.
JEREMY EVANS
As we begin the new millennium, our
university community is growing like
never before, having an unlimited amount
of potential for the future.
It is the leadership of our Union
that will set the course for change in the
future. This is why 1 ask for your vote for
President.
1 want to be your advocate for
change. I'll stand up and fight for what is
in the best interests of all of us as stu-
dents. I bring a diverse background of
experience and proven leadership ability
to the job and as YVLUSU President, 1 will
listen to what you, the students want, and fight to see that you get it
Jeremy Evans
cvans_in_2Uoo@hotmail.com
JEFFREY KROEKER
Hi, my name is Jeffrey Kroeker. I am
running for WLUSU President. As your
president, I will offer the following: 20%
reduction in WLUSU SAC Fee; Elimination
of the Health Plan's unnecessary $5.21
opt-out fee; An increase in WLUSU's grant
fund for students from $5,000 to $20,000
giving equal amounts to Music & fine
Arts, SBE/Gencral initiatives, Scientific
Research and finally Athletics &
Recreation; A 40% increase in campus
clubs funding and easier methods of
fundraising; Improved Student
Publications/Students' Union relations to
reduce the politics between the two groups; Improved food services on cam
pus and expanded hours of operation.
1 feel 1 have the experience and the determination to serve you, the stu-
dents. On February 10th, I ask for your support in electing me.
DHARM MAKWANA
Two months ago, I hadn't even considered
being President, as WLUSU was doing an
admirable job of internal reform. But,
while an executive assistant to our current
President, I realized WLUSU was placing
our student interests behind self-interest-
ed reform.
We have an opportunity to come
together and determine a sense of change
for our university. My Contract for Laurier
will focus on pushing the issues of popula-
tion growth, quality of education and co-
op opportunities in the favour of students.
If I cannot fulfill this pledge, I will resign
and return the office to students. I guarantee I will commit to WLUSU, but in
no way will I conform to its bureaucratic thought process. Instead, I will
insert accountability and act as a true student voice.
WLUSU Board of Directors
F RINA CLARKE
In past years, continuity within the Board of Directors has been a
contentious issue. This is one reason why I, Rina Clarke, want to
represent you once again for the 2000-2001 Board of Directors. I
am here to represent you on student issues ranging from academ-
ic concerns to Human Resources in order to ensure all Laurier
students get the best possible education, as well as the fun and
valuable experiences for personal growth.
ERIC DAVIS
During my first term of office, 1 helped spearhead the Union
Renewal Commission, rewrote the WLUSU By-Laws, and 1 am cur-
rently in the process of re-writing the entire WLUSU policy manual.
I promised reform during my first campaign and 1 delivered on that
promise. Re-elect me so I can increase representation, challenge the
university administration, and make campus clubs a priority. If you
have any questions, email me at voterric@hotmail.com.
HUZAIFA DOCTOR
Hi! I, Huzaifa Doctor, am running for the position of WLUSU BOD. I
am currently in second year Honours Economics and Financial
Management. There are several reasons for me choosing to run for
BOD, mainly, to foster better communication between students and
the Union using mediums such as The Cord and the WLU web site,
a better buyback, as well as an adequate stock policy for the
Bookstore.
BEN DURRER
Hello my name is Ben Durrer. As a Foot Patroller, Chair of First
Year Council and as VP:Finance of University Place, I have been
involved in many aspects of the university. My experience has
shown me students want input on the issues that surround them.
As a director it would be my priority to make decisions based on
the concerns of students. Student voice would be my greatest
resource. Be Heard... Vote Ben Durrer.
KRISTI EDWARDS
I am a first-year Communication Studies and Political Science
major. I have held various leadership roles within several student
governments. As a new student to Laurier, I bring new ideas. A
director needs to be more than just approachable to students. A
director must actively seek out students' opinions regarding issues
of concern. As a director, 1 am willing to make that effort. Vote for
EXPERIENCE with a NEW PERSPECTIVE. Vote Kristi.
KALLY LOMONACO
My name is Kally Lomonaco and 1 am running for your Wilfrid
Laurier University Students' Union Board of Directors. Having
been a director last year, 1 am aware of how the Union operates on
a day-to-day basis. As a director, 1 will continue to push for
excellence and ensure many of the great things last year's Board
started are carried out in full for the betterment of the student
body.
ANIK MERCHEA
Understanding. There are two ways to view this word, and both
are equally important. The first is an understanding of the issues
that are important to both the Students' Union and to those that
affect the entire school. The second is an ability to understand
what the students want, and being able to make the time to find
that out. If you decide to re-elect me, 1 promise to understand both
the issues and hopefully, your needs.
SHIVAN! RUPARELL
Hi! I'm a first-year, honours Bio/Chem student from Calgary. As a
director on the VVLUSU Board, I'd like to: be a true director and
ensure everyone's voice is heard; increase representation of
Science, Music and Kinesiology students; increase recognition of
non-WLUSU student leaders; make sure the issues outlined in the
Union Renewal Commission are carried through. Questions,
comments or concerns? Please email me at
rupas63o@inachl.wlu.ca. To infinity and beyond, me.
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PAUL TAMBEAU
Communication between the Board and the students must improve. The WLU
Board of Governors must be made aware of student concerns about increasing
enrollment levels. Relations between WLUSU and YVLUSP must improve so both
organizations can work together. You should be confident your Board is working
to make this campus a better place. This is just a short list of what I will do for
you.
PETER TURKINGTON
I want to represent you on BOD becasue there are issues that we, the students,
must be made aware of. Did you know businesses run by WLUSU have had a
surplus budget for the past several years? WLUSU charges students $56.50 to
subsidize student activities and are profiting from our fees. Reducing this fee by
$11.30 is possible and sensible. Just think - that's two beers in your pocket.
SAVE MONEY AND BEER, VOTE PETER TURKINGTON.
WLUSUVP:UniversityAffairsCandid tes
CHARMAINE CUNNINGHAM
I believe I have the experience, leadership and passion for this
position that will allow me to serve as an effective representative for all
WLU students. Goals: further develop the committees with the UA
Department and encourage new initiatives that benefit the students;
ensure the health plan is offering the most optimum services at the best
value possible; take an active role and maintain a strong voice for
Laurier on the Ontario Undergraduate Student Alliance provincial lobby
group.
Questions? Contact me at cunn72lo@machl.wlu.ca. Charmaine
Cunningham for VP: University Affairs "The places we'll go . . ."
STEVEN HENNIG
In times of sweeping change, it is important to have consistency. As
Vice-Chair of the WLUSU Board of Directors, I have earned your
confidence. The department of University Affairs must continue to build
positive external relationships with all levels of government in order to
best serve your needs. As your tie to lobby groups, I will devote myself
to such issues as university growth, funding, and student debt, while
also dedicating my time to helping build upon the level of excellence set
by our volunteers. Vote with confidence: Vote Hennig for your Vice-
President: University Affairs.
MANEESH SEHDEV
As a student ofWLU I have noticed the administration continually
working against the will of the students. 1 have also noticed how our
Students' Union has clearly not done an effective job of voicing the
concerns of students. I intend to work on eliminating the Health Plan's
$5 opt-out fee and publishing teacher evaluations. I also intend on
publishing my own weekly reports, making them available to all
students. I promise a stronger voice for all students at WLU. Do not
continue to let the powers that be control your education. Take the
power back and vote for Maneesh.
Presidential Candidates
LUXMEN ALOYSIUS
WLUSP is on the cusp of
change. With a new opera-
tions agreement in place and
an expanding organization,
WLUSP needs a presidential
candidate who not only has
the experience to lead and
fight for the organization, but
also the vision to see the
organization attain its fullest
potential. I have the neces-
sary internal/external experi-
ence to strongly lead WLUSP
into its challenging future.
These are the key issues that I will address as President of
WLUSP: 1) Ensuring the viability of WLUSP with regard to
externa] publications; 2) Expanding WLUSP's volunteer base; 3)
Increasing communication with students through intensive
marketing; 4) Postering continuity of current initiatives taken by
the WLUSP administration.
MAKE AN INFORMED CHOICE, VOTE LUXMEN ALOYSIUS
FOR WLUSP PRESIDENT. For info e-mail:
aloyBl7o@machl.wlu.ca
CHRIS PEARCE
Student Publications is in the
hole. As external pressures
squeeze and stretch the
organization, it has come
near the point of bursting. To
ensure the staying power of
the corporation, a leader with
experience and foresight is
needed. As an integral
associate of Student
Publications and a cultural
magazine
(www.poundmag.com), I feel
well-equipped to drive the
organization towards higher-quality productions, while
protecting it from those who would leave it out to dry. At the
same time, an aggressive attitude towards growth is necessary
if the organization is to continue to fill the gap of student need
insofar as Student Publications is mandated. While harmonious
relations with the administration and the Students' Union are
key, I am committed to the independence and exclusivity of
Student Publications on campus.
wwvv.pearce4spprez.com
WLUSP Board of Directors
ROB BOREK
Hello fellow WLUSP
members. I am a third-year
Science student and have two
years experience with WLUSP.
I will work hard to protect
your interests and I look
forward to leading WLUSP
through the next year. My
priorities are carrying
through new initiatives, such
as a WLUSP web presence, as
well as updating policy and
job descriptions. Please feel
free to e-mail me at any time
with questions or concerns at
boreBl9o@machl.wlu .ca
SEAN GEOBEY
As a student in the SBE, I will
represent our often under-
represented interests to the
WLUSP BOD. I will step-up the
campaign to recruit new
Laurier students, as I know
that the best way to
strengthen WLUSP is to make
it more representative of the
student body. I look forward
to your input and support.
E-mail me at
sgeobey@hotmail.com.
NATHAN LUDWIG
Do you want someone who
promises to fight rising tuition
or guarantees to solve the
residence space problem for
next year? Well I'm not that
person. I wouldn't have the
ability to do that on WLUSP's
BOD anyway. What 1 can do is
increase volunteer involve-
ment, help mend WLUSP's
relations with the Union,
improve WLUSP's
presence on campus and
continue to improve the
quality of our school's cutting
edge publications.
BETH MULLEN
To my fellow members of the
WLUSP Corporation: In the
changing face of our universi-
ty, the need to preserve and
uphold the quality and vitality
of WLUSP has never been so
apparent. After being involved
with the corporation for three
years, I can and will offer the
Board of Directors an
experienced perspective
towards improved decision-
making and long-term
planning. With my input,
WLUSP will move towards the
future with strength!
JANETTE ROY
For those who don't know me,
I've volunteered in WLUSP for
three years and have been
well acquainted with the work
of the corporation. As a BOD
member, I would focus on the
future of WLUSP to ensure
our services maintain their
current levels of quality as
well as expand to better meet
the needs of you, the student.
Volunteer appreciation would
also be more seriously
considered as volunteers
create the products we pro-
vide.
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Something for your sweetheart
Yvonne Farah
Little cinnamon hearts, pink and
red chocolates in festive boxes and
little candy hearts with endearing
messages on the them; Valentine's
Day is quickly approaching. The hol-
iday that is symbolized by cupid, love
and hearts is just a few days away.
Regardless if you have a special
someone for the day or not, you will
most definitely notice the occasion
pass by. Even
though most stu-
dents will be
immersed in mid-
term exams and
assignments, most
people will take
that evening to
celebrate.
All of the single
people on campus
they will most like-
ly mark the occa-
sion in either a
negative or posi-
tive fashion. Unattached young
adults can either look on their single
status as a blessingnot a curse. Ifyou
are one of those many unattached
persons you have many appealing
options for this up-coming Monday
night, not just sitting at home. There
is of course the company of friends
(especially those who are also single)
thatcan be very easily utilized on this
night ofromance. Try getting togeth-
er a diverse group of friends for a
relaxing and calming dinner party.
Try picking a restaurant that has a
Any gift
comes from
Ihe heart
regardless
of how
much it cost
nice atmosphere or if you are really
ambitious host it at your home. You
can ask that every guest brings
something or you can really be the
Martha Stewart type and cook the
meal yourself with minimal assis-
tance.
If that really is your not type of
thing than you can just get that same
group of friends and rent a video. Go
to the video store without anything in
mind and see what films appeal to
you first. You may
end up renting all
three Die Hard
movies, which is
fine if that is what
you are in the
mood for. The day
does not require
that you keep the
theme of love in
mind in all of your
activities. Any
oilier group relat-
ed activity, such as
going out to a pub,
is a great suggestion if you do not
have one specific person to celebrate
the evening with.
Now for all of those of you who
will be with your significant other
that Monday night here are a few
ideas. Presents and cards are always
a great suggestion, however it is the
thought behind these things that
adds so much to day for both people.
Any gift that comes from the heart
regardless of how much it costs is
always a great idea. So think long
and hard when purchasing a gift for
your sweetheart. It may be the
sweater that the have wanted since
you saw it at the mall together or it
could be cleaning up their room for
them. Great penny saving ideas are
homemade compact discs and tapes
or coupon books with lOUs such as
one free back rub and two loads of
laundry. So try to be creative in your
what gifts you give for Valentine's
Day.
If you would rather forgo the gifts
and just spend quality time with your
significant other, here are a few sug-
gestions instead of just sitting and
watching Ally Mc Beal . Rent a
romantic and passion filled movie.
Try classic like, Casablanca and
Breakfast at Tiffany's or a more
recent one, like Four Weddings and
Funeral Sleepless in Seattle and The
English Patient. These movies are
guaranteed to make your heart melt
and what is better than watching
them with your Valentine.
If you are looking for a more
ambitious plan for the evening, why
not prepare a meal for the evening.
To make it extra special, pick a
theme for the evening, and try to fol-
low it through out the evening. For
example if you intend to create a
Caribbean theme, try serving tropi-
cal drinks like Strawberry Daiquiris
for starters and seafood for dinner
with tropical fruit for dessert. Even if
you do not go out all out for the
evening any effort will be welcome,
especially if you are not a regular
cook.
So keep in mind that Valentine's
Day regardless of the hype is about
being with the people you care about
and remembering how important
they are to you and your life. Try to
relax and enjoy the day and all that
it brings.
CHRISTINE
CHERRY
The hottest new diet craze in town
Yvonne Farah
ifyou have been watching television or flipping
through a glossy magazine lately you will have
noticed something peculiar. It seems that a sig-
nificant portion of the acting population is get-
ting very thin, very quickly. The majority of
them, if you believe magazines like
Cosmopolitan and People are participating in
the hottest new diet trend since, the soup diet
and slimming shakes, the Low -Carb Diet
craze.
This particular dietrequires the participant
to cut out carbohydrates as much as possible
and supplement proteins and fruits and veg-
etables in there place. Three major diet plans
are the favorites of North Americans; The
Zone, Atkins and Carbohydrates Addicts.
All of these may not sound that appealing
but millions of people have jumped on the
bandwagon. The three above mentioned pro-
grams all involve varied techniques. Each of
the three diets requires cutting back on foods
like bread, rice and potatoes and eating high-
protein foods such as meat, cheese, and eggs.
Varied amounts of fruits and vegetables are
also on the menu for each different diet pro-
gram.
The idea behind this new trend is that car-
bohydrates trigger the release of insulin, which
converts calories into fat instead of burning
them off. While high-protein foods help your
body bum fat simply by not triggering insulin
release.
However the idea behind these diet pro-
grams is worrying medical professionals.
Certain health organizations such as The
American Dietetic Association, The American
Heart Association and TheAmerican College of
Sports Medicine have all issued warnings in
regards to Low-Carb diets. These organiza-
tions are citing minor side effects, such as bad
breath and fatigue to major long-term effects
like heart disease and cancer. Regardless of
what you hear or read always consult a physi-
cian when you are thinking of starting a diet.
With results from anywhere to live to ten
pounds a week, many people are wondering if
this may be the right plan for dropping a few
extra pounds. However medical professionals
contribute the quick and significant weightloss
to your body pushing more fluids out of your
body. However when weight is lost in this
method it will return as soon as carbohydrates
are re-introduced into your diet.
Doctors say thatregardless of what the diet
gurus say neither carbohydrates nor protein
can make you lose weight any faster. They say
the real trick to these diets is that they limit
your calorie intake to a low level, which of
course leads to weight loss, regardless if you
are eating pasta or steak.
It is true that after you eat foods that are
rich carbohydrates you get a jolt of energy.
Now imagine if you took out all of those foods,
such as bagels, pasta and rice from your diet
how would you feel? According to some par-
ticipants in Low-Carb diets, very tired. Fatigue
is a common symptom after a few weeks on
the diet. When your body can no longer burn
carbohydrate calories it has to bum other
things to get energy, such as healthy muscle
mass. This will lead to noticeable fatigue and
even dizziness.
Given all of these possible health risks, peo-
ple, especially young people are still relying on
these plans as quick weight loss strategies.
Medical authorities say it is all they should be,
short-term plans for weight loss. Following a
Low-Carb diet for two to four weeks may be
alright, though double check with a doctor to
see if it is a suitable plan for you.
Though most doctors wil! agree that relying
on any diet plan that restricts carbohydrates to
less than 30 percent of your daily calorie intake
for longer than four weeks can have severe
health risks.
Regardless of how great (lie results of these
diets sound, they are just a gimmick. Any
health official will tell you the only way to lose
weight and keep it off, is to change your entire
lifestyle. That means not only eating a wide
variety of foods in small proportions but exer-
cising regularly as well. It may not be the easi-
est way to keep the pounds off but it is the
healthiest ofall the options available.
SANDNA
BARBATO
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Great Canadian Contest
Shelley Respondek
The Canadian Heritage Committee is
proud to announce the start of The
Great Canadian Contest. This con-
test allows you to express your feel-
ings about being Canadian. There
are 3 categories: poetry, short stories,
and artwork/photography. Each cat-
egory winner will receive prizes
worth $75. All submissions are due
Monday, February 28, 2000 at 4:30
p.m. and can be dropped off in the
Student's Union Office located on the
3rd Floor of the Fred Nichols
Campus Centre. Winners will be
announced the last day of Canadian
Heritage Week.
The Canadian Heritage
Committee has a number of upcom-
ing events. Find out how Canada's
Flag came to be on Flag Day,
February 15, celebrated in the
Concourse and Hall of Fame.
Canadian Heritage Week will be cel-
ebrated February 28 - March 2 in
the Concourse with a variety of
exhibits. On Monday, February 28
there will be Canadian Heritage
Speakers in the Paul Martin Centre
from 6:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. On
February 29, at 6:30 p.m., in the 24-
Hour Lounge there will be Canadian
Movie Night featuring The Sweet
Hereafter and the Red Violin. Aside
from the Heritage Week, there will
be a Multicultural Food Fair in the
Concourse on Thursday, March 16.
For more information on the contest
or anything regarding the Canadian
Heritage Committee e-mail canadi-
anheritage@hotmail.com.
Strange But True
1. A giraffe can clean its ears with its 21 inch tongue.
2. Lightning strikes about 6,000 times per minute on this planet.
3. In space, astronauts cannot cry becuase there is no gravity so the tears
cannot flow.
4. Five per cent of Canadians don't know the first seven words of the
Canadian national anthem but know the first nine of the American.
5. Seven per cent of Americans don't know the first nine words of the
American national anthem but know the first seven of the Canadian.
6. Until 1796, there was a state in the U.S. called Franklin. Today ifs called
Tennessee.
7. A mole can dig a tunnel 300 feet long in just one night.
8. Windmills always turn counter-clockwise except for the windmills in
Ireland.
9. Pinocchio is Italian for "pine eye"
10. Clinophobia is the fear of beds.
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Entertainment
The new Buzz in comedy
Josh Marshall
In a new half-hour weekly series
called "Buzz", The Comedy Network
makes humour mobile, thanks to the
talents of comedians Daryn Jones
and Mista Mo (Morgan Smith). With
what sounds like a Wayne's World
success story, Jones and Smith have
raised their show, which they write
and host on a healthy diet of commu-
nity cable, thanks to Roger's, where
they have aired buzz since 1996.
Though the comedy network
claims the duo are smart alecks,
show-ofls and trouble makers, Hones
and Smith sound more like a couple
of comedians that are tired of seeing
the same formula in comedy and
interviews. Buzz combines on-the-
road celebrity interviews, with sketch
comedy-type segments. "We'll do
anything to get a reaction," says 22
year old Victoria born Hones, who
does all celebrity interviews and on
the street spots, "It's nice to do differ-
ent types of interviews. Celebrities
mavbe to do so many"
Some celebrities enjoy Jones' in
your face style of guerrilla interview-
ing, like Matthew Good, who will
appear in episode 10. "We started
calling him Tommy Lee and he total-
ly played along. We stalled to leave
and he didn't want us to stop," com-
ments Jones.
Both Jones and Smith are excited
about the jump from Rogers to the
Comedy Network claiming that their
new format allows them more free-
dom. Smith is confident that Buzz
will live well past the initial hype.
"We've been doing the show for
three and a half years and have had
time to think it through." Says 28
year old Jamaican-born Smith.
"Each situation is new and different,
we won't get to the point where we
run out of material - life is material."
The show is loosely based on
SU'eetbeat, an on the street show
from the late eighties. Hones and
Smith came up with the idea after
meeting while they were both doing
stand-up comedy for Yuk-Yuk's.
However, Buzz goes well past any-
thing Streetbeat did, by featuring
reoccurring spots such as battle of
the sexes where Smith and friends
battle female athletes. In episode
one, for example, Smith takes on a
female kick-boxer. Smith also acts
our characters which he has created,
such as rap-country crossover
"Country Mo Dee" and a. pimp that
sings opera.
Both Jones and Smith got into
comedy at an early age. Jones, who
says he always goofed around in
class, stalled stand-up at amateur
night when he was seventeen. "I
wasn't getting laid, so I had to do
something, " recall Jones, who stud-
ied drama at the University of
Toronto.
Smith remembers making his
mother laugh, but waited for fifteen
years before taking her advice and
going into stand-up. "I guess that Ls
my problem." replied Smith who
recorded some R&B singles before
choosing comedy, "I was getting
laid."
Producer Mike MacKinnon seems
confident in the abilities of the team
of comedians. "Those guys are able
to make just about anything funny,"
says MacKinnon after an apparently
successful first episode, which aired
January 31st on the Comedy
Network.
Both Jones and Smith are happy
with the response so far, praising
good newpaper review and a nice
premiere gala. "We've had a great
interest so far. It's nice when viewers
and celebrities can see the humour in
it,"says Jones, who know that this
isn't always true.
At 1998's Just For Laugh's festival
in Montreal, for example, Jones
interviewed comedian Mark Price
("Skippy" from Family Ties). Price
left halfway through the interview,
apparently unhappy with Jones'
insistence on calling him Skippy.
Where else can you see stars like
Britney Spears and Nick Nolte along
side sketches featuring a clamation
boy and his dead dog named "stifly"?
Buzz, which is produced by MTR
Entertainment (The Tom Green
Show), airs Monday nights at 9:oopm
ET/PT. What could be better?
THE
COMEDY
NETWORK
Scream, Scream, Scream,but not 3
Blair Miller
Okay, I'll be honest. I haven't seen Scream
3 yet.
But Do I really need to? If there's one thing
the Scream trilogy shows us as moviegoers, it's
that we love to watch the same thing .. . over
and over again.
We all know the first two installments of the
Scream series well, and its older relatives,
series like the Friday the 13ths, and Nightmare
on Elm Street are fixtures within popular cul-
ture. Just when you thought there were only
so many ways to skin the proverbial cat,
Miramax Films squirts out another sure thing
at the box office.
In fact, the first Scream was so well
received that it revived the horror film genre
while raking in $174.8 million worldwide.
Screenwriter Kevin Williamson went from a
virtual unknown to directing duties, writing
other slasher hits (I Know What You Did Last
Summer, etc.) and even a high-end television
series (Dawson's Creek) - all based upon his
initial mainstream work, Scream.
Little did people know that when
Williamson shopped the script for Scream
around, it was accompanied by briefproposals
for two more films that would make Scream a
trilogy. In short, Williamson had this idea ail
along, and Miramax couldn't refuse once it
became obvious that they had their first cash
cow on their hands. New scribe Ehren Kruger
(no relation to 'Freddie') and director Wes
Craven promise, Scream 3 will tie up all loose
ends - and go out with a bang.
But do people not get the feeling that they'll
see the same thing they've seen already, just
slightly revised? Ln other words, does the
series that sells itself by poking fun at the hor-
ror genre actually fall into the same repetitive
trap that Scream's forefather films made so
infamous almost a decade ago?
It should be noted that the Scream series
does present a more refined version of the
genre that it criticizes, if only because of the
bigger budgets, all three Scream films boast
better picture quality, better locations, better
continuity, more popular actors^actresses, and
even tighter plots than the horror films of the
past. These qualities instantly provide Scream
films with a higher profile, and ultimately pro-
vide their audiences with more polished films
than the cash-strapped directors in the 1980's
could have hoped for.
The Scream trilogy also oozes with hipness.
The two elements that provide the most hip-
ness are the actors whom we all know from
other successes, and what Entertainment
Weekly aptly calls the "unexpectedly hip, pop-
culture savvy references to the cliches and
excesses of its slash-happy Hollywood prede-
cessors." Viewers get the feeling that they're in
on the joke that the Scream films tell, and it
makes audiences feel like they're one step
ahead of the entertainment industry.
It's too bad for us, though, because it's the
industry that has pulled one over on us.
Scream and its sequels are like so many
commercials that purport to be criticisms of
capitalism and the boring world of work while
they actually are asking us to buy into it all by
buying their product. This is to say that the
Scream enterprise succeeds only in repeating
the genre that it makes fun of as too pre-
dictable and repetitive.
Sure, there will be the different plot twists,
perhaps more unexpected deaths, and likely
more gore, but the only thing truly differentwill
be the specific famous girl and the specific
bumbling guy - both ofwhom get cut to bits in
front of our eyes. Jenny McCarthy, and Lance
Henriksen replace Drew Barrymore, and
Freddie Prinze Jr. - oh no, wait. He was in I
Know What You Did... that's a different movie
than Scream (right?).
'Star' David Arquette even noticed it: "In a
way, we've kind of become the sort of movie
we're spoofing." Also, isn't the best part about
the older horror films that they are so cheap-
ly done? Hopefully Über-veteran Wes Craven
will keep the film close to its roots. The Sixth
Sense was a different horror film (and, not
coincidentally, the highest-grossing one ever).
Scream 3 will only be a more stylized ver-
sion of its older, campy predecessors while it
tries to tell us it isn't.
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Tegan and Sara: Everything Art
Jacky Drouin
"It's the symbol for 'everything art"',
explains Sara, as she points to the
tattoo on her forearm, two symbols
inboxed in a black boarder "When I
hold my guitar I can look down on it.
1 express myself through my art,
music. To me, everything is art."
It's an hour before Tegan and
Sara, the twin sisters from Calgary,
Alberta, are expected to play at Jane
Bond, the small club off King Street.
In an hour, they'll be charming the
crowd with acoustic guitars, strong
pounding voices and charismatic
onstage humor. But for now, they sit
with the crowd, put their feet back
and talk about art, their new album
and what it's like to be talented
young artists.
Before reaching the legal age of
nineteen, the two sisters were off
building up theirfan base in the West
Coast, playing the last Lilith fair and
travelling across the country to
record their first album, Under feet
like Ours. Nearly nine months after
starting the recording process in
April, they completed their first
album, a nostalgic compellation of
songs about friends, feelings and
growing up in this world. The intro to
the first track follows this nostalgic
mood with the voice of one of the sis-
ters speaking into the mike at the
age of four. The youthful feeling
flows onto the cover album with a
picture of Tegan and Sara, at the age
offour, lounging in a hammock, look-
ing relaxed and innocent.
Listening to the CD is very much
a spiritual experience. It is also polit-
ical, not to mention social, consider-
ing the content ofthe lyrics that these
two young sisters toss out to listen-
ers. It's an honest and poetic running
commentary on life, friends and
family, a feeling that surrounds the
whole album.
"We didn't want to have recent
pictures of ourselves on our first
album," explains Tegan "The next
album, I think we will. We're going to
be recording next month". Sara,
who has taken an interest in photog-
raphy, plans on having a not-so-
usual appeal on the next album
cover, stepping away from what's
traditional seen as cool. Sara
explains all this, and then points to
her feet. She's wearing tiger print
slippers.
Maybe she can get away with it
cause she's a musician.
They may be living the life ofrock
stars, travelling across the country,
selling thousands of records (two
thousands and still counting) and
heading back into the studio once
they get home, but do they feel like
rock stars?
"No," replies Sara, "We're not
rock stars. Rock stars have money."
They still live at home, in their moth-
er's basement and drive in a car
that'll smell like A&W onion rings for
days. And rock stars get some spe-
cial privileges that these two have yet
to obtain.
"We love bowling," Sara explains.
Slightly disgruntled, she explains
how they tried to get into a bowling
alley when they arrived in Waterloo,
only to find all the lanes were
booked. Perhaps the owner would
have been a bit less reluctant to turn
away sister had he known his alley
would have played host to two
upcoming young artists. Not to men-
tioning outstanding bowlers.
"We used to bowl when we were
younger. We were the locals at our
bowling alley. My average used to be
three hundred." It'll be a while
before Tegan and Sara get to hit the
bowling alleys again: the next few
months they'll be in the studio and
this summer they'll be overseas,
touring in Europe.
Until then, they'll justbe living the
lives of ordinary nineteen-year-olds.
Well, ordinary with the exception
that they're exceptional young
artists.
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Ear Candy is devouring my nipples
The Lox
We Are The Streets
Ruff Ryders
The sophomore release from The
Lox has been both anticipated and
controversial. The Lox wanted to be
free from Bad Boy Records and the
commercialization of its owner Puff
Daddy. After months of the "Free
The Lox" campaign, they have now
been able to join the Ruff Ryders
family. We Are The Streets is a stark
contrast of The Lox's debut album.
The title denotes the fact that this
album has a definite street appeal
and trust me you won't be hearing
the words "jiggy" anywhere on this
disc. The Lox come with an edge
that they displayed as the under-
ground act, The Warlocks. Jadakiss,
Sheek and Stlyes deliver gritty lyrics
with a versatileflow that shine under
the production of Swizz Beats. At
times listeners may find Swizz Beats'
production to be generic or recycled
but, the guest production of
Umbaland on "Ryde or Die..." and
DJ Premier on "Recognize" provide
a fresh sound to listeners. We Are
The Streets is undoubtedly the best
hip-hop album to hit the stores this
year, but remember it is only
February.
Sonu Sikand
Handsome Boy Modeling School -
50... How's your girl?
Handsome Boy modeling school has
been out for a couple of months, but
it's the kind of album that's been
overlooked for no good reason.
HBMS is the combined effort of
Prince Paul (best known for his stu-
pendous work withDe La Soul) and
Dan the Automator (half of Dr.
Octagon). The two producing gurus
have come up with one monster of
an in-joke, as well as one monster of
a hip-hop album. The collaborations
are the monster part, with a guest
list including: Mike D, Del the Funky
Homosapien, DJ Shadow, Biz
Markie. Kid Koala, Money Mark,
Sean Lennon, Brand Nubian, Alec
Empire, El-P of Company Flow, and
most importantly, a down and out
Chris Elliot (the monster of an in-
joke).
Even ifyou took the guest list away
from the album, you'd still have
Prince Paul and Automator, two of
the best hip-hop producers in the
world. In fact, the only week point of
the album is Alec Empires Digital
Hardcore-ization of "Megaton B-Boy
2000", which we can assume was a
lot better before he got his filthy "rev-
olutionary" hands on it.
If there is one thing I've learned
in Hip Hop, its that Prince Paul and
the Automator can do no wrong, and
this is no exception. Father Guido
says, "Handsome Boy Modeling
school is the best $601 ever spent." I
got it for fifteen bucks, and I would
tend to agree.
Scott Cairns
Nick Kane album review - Songs in
the Key of "E"
Who is Nick Kane and why is he
playing an entire album in the key of
E? He's the lead guitarist from coun-
trypolitan band The Mavericks and
producer of bands such as The
Johnny Favourite Swing Orchestra.
Why he's stuck in E I don't know -
doesn't own a capo?
This E album is his first solo venture
which probably explains why he
stays on the fringes of country - had
enough of that with The Mavericks.
He solos through 10 instrumental
flavoured with classic rock, rockabil-
ly, latin, lazy shuffles, and Vagasy
country. For the most part the songs
are tasteful, interesting and only
mildly self-involved. It definitely has
some good grooves.
If only the album had of remained
instrumental. A few songs feature
the kitsch vocals of two female
singers on Deep Purples "Into the
Fire" and Lee Hazlewood's "Guitars
Guitars Guitars" (they're actually
pretty funny but I'm not sure it's on
purpose - check out the spooky
ghostly 'ooohs' on "Panetella").
The dog theme is chewed to the bone
on this album with poochy titles and
real live barking. I found myself
thankful that Kane didn't try to pen
any of his own lyrics. I don't think a
guy who exhausts us with song titles
such as "Dog Eat Dog," "Dogfight,"
"Doggish," "The Lonely Puppy
Blues," "The Dawg," and finally,
"Hush, Puppy," has much to offer us
as a lyricist.
Brent Hagerman
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THIS IS A PICTURE OF
SOMETHING THAT HAP-
PENED AT OUR FINE
EATING AND DRINKING
ESTABLISHMENT
LOCATED ON THE SEC-
OND FLOOR OF THE
FRED NICHOLS CAMPUS
CENTRE LAST FRIDAY
NIGHT. THE DEAL WAS
THAT THE DAMN DIRTY
APES - WITH SOME TYPE
OF MUSICAL OR SHOULD
I SAY ELECTRONIC
SKILL, DAZZLED THE
CROWDS WITH THEIR
INCREDIBLE ABILITY TO
SPIN RECORDS WHILE
SIMULTANEOULY WEAR-
ING THOSE BIG PUFFY
HEAD PHONES. THAT IS
NOT SOMETHING THAT
SHOULD EVER BE OVER-
LOOKED. UNTIL THE
APES RETURN -WE WILL
STILL GO ON THESE
USELESS TIRADES.
Vote | J?
For WLUSU jmL
A Contract For baurTer i
Sports
Can I get a puck-puck?
Ruth Stadelmayer
On Sunday night Laurier's Golden
Hawks played their last game of the
regular season against the CIAU's #7
ranked Guelph Gryphons. It was an
important game for both the Laurier
Golden Hawks and the Guelph
Gryphons as a win for either team
would put them into first place
ahead of the University of Toronto
Varsity Blues. Previously, the battle
between these two teams has always
been filled with of high energy and
excitement. This game was no
exception.
To start off the first period the
Guelph Gryphons took a suprisingly
quick 2-0 lead. Control of the puck
was with Guelph as they carried out
domination in
Laurier's end for
the remainder of
the period.
Fortunately for
Laurier, Joyce
Torrington played an incredible peri-
od showing exceptional goal-tending
skills again and again.
The Gryphons started the second
period full of vigour and control. It
took them only 5 minutes to obtain
their 3rd goal of the Guelph domi-
nated game. Within a few minutes a
4-0 lead had been gained by the
Gryphons and it was beginning to
look doubtful for Laurier.
Joyce Torrington played
and incredible period
Then out of nowhere came a
spectacular corner shot from
Jacqueline Grahek of the Golden
Hawks. With only a minute left
Guelph managed to score another
goal and bring the game up to a 5-1
lead for the Gryphons.
It was Grahek again only minutes
into the period with Laurier's second
sensational goal; this time assisted by
Sarah Davies and
Lisa Backman. As
the game contin-
ued the fans were
drawn off their
seats by the sus-
pense of this last period. One could
almost feel the hope in every one of
the Laurier fans. The hope that in
the last 10 minutes of the game
Laurier would come back and reign
victorious as they so often did.
For Grahek it was victorious as
she got Laurier s third goal and her
second hat trick ofthe season. As the
last minutes of the game were being
counted down Torrington, Laurier's
goalie, was pulled and 6 Hawks
fought offensively to score another
goal. Unfortunately, for Laurier
Grahek's three goals would be the
only three of the game and the
Guelph Gryphons went away with a
5-3 win.
The women's Golden Hawk team
will now go up against Guelph again
in the OUA tournament this coming
weekend.
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Hawks bump Stangs
Todd Dougherty
"WESTERN SUCKS!!!" Yes Laurier, Kelsey
Orth will end his volleyball career as a Hawk
with a little bit of satisfaction. Orth and the
men's volleyball team managed to defeat the
Mousetangs in five sets at the AC this past
Friday night (although they were later to find
out that Guelph had also beaten MacMaster
eliminatingany chance the Hawks had ofmak-
ing the playoffs). Interestingly enough, Orth
began his university career in the exact same
fashion as he was on the floor for a five set vic-
tory against Western almost four years ago (the
last, and only, time Laurier went to Nationals).
The Hawks came out of the gate a little slow
(to say the least), and took a severe beating in
the first set losing 15-25. To start the second
game, setter Matt Ritchie came off the bench
and musthave notified the rest of the team that
the match had started, because Laurier played
some of their best volleyball of the season to go
on and claim the victory. The Hawks won the
second set 25-22, lost the third 23-25, rolled in
the fourth 25-15 and finished Western off with
a 15-13 decision in the deciding game.
Western presented the match to the Hawks,
with a net violation on the final point.
Excluding the first game, our men put forth
a. very solid team effort seeming to thrive on the
excellent fan support. Mark Reimer and Geoff
White had strong games at the net, providing
the Hawks with all the offensive firepower they
Would need on this night. Ritchie started
spreading the offense around as soon as he
i stepped on the floor and was the beneficiary of
almost flawless passing from Orth and fourth
year Libero Doug Waters. Dave Wood (in for
White in the back row), made a huge dig for
jheHawks to put them up by two points in the
se* 3s our boys could smell the foul odor of
cooked Mustang.
It would seem that had the boys been able
to put together a few more team efforts like this
one, they might not be watching the post-sea-
son from the stands. Let's hope the Hawks can
put together a few more games like this one
next year and get themselves back into the
playofts.
The men do have one regular season game
left against Guelph this Wednesday night, so
come out and support your Hawks as this will
be the last time that a number of players wear
the Purple and Gold.
Women
The Lady Hawks played undefeated
Western this past Friday and came up with a
very solid effort, but alas, the end result (for the
seventh time this year), was another five set
loss. Our ladies fought back to 13-11 from an
11-2 deficit in the fifth game before succumb-
ing to the power ofthe Mustangs, losing 15-12.
Laurier did battle all match considering it was,
for all intents and purposes, a nothing match
as far as the standings are concerned. Western
won the first and fourth sets by identical scores
of 25-18, while Laurier took the second and
third sets both by scores of 25-20.
This match was a seesaw affair from start
to finish, the teams displaying two opposing
strategies. Western put on a powerful offensive
display throughout, only to be countered the
entire match witha stellar defensive display by
the Hawks. As the final score indicates, it
would seem that offence won out in the end.
The deciding factor in this game was prob-
ably Laurier's service reception, or lack there-
of. Our ladies passed well at times, but also
had prolonged stretches of terrible reception
making it almost impossible for setter Stacey
McCoy to get the ball to offensive powerhouse
Paula Watson (2nd in the OUA with 3.75
kills/game) on a regular basis. It was a good
team effort overall with numerous Hawks hav-
ing solid games (including Watson, Karen
Galloway and Lisa Wallace), but once again
this team just couldn't manage to finish off the
match. Let's hope the ladies can figure out how
to finish teams off before the playofis arrive
next week.
Laurier does host MacMaster at six o'clock
on Wednesday night at the AC in the first half
of an odd double header (the men play Guelph
at eight o'clock). Come out and support the
Hawks as they try to fine tune for a likely play-
off meeting with perennial powerhouse York.
ANDREW
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Hockey Men
Woodie Brown
It appeared last week that the men's
hockey team had ended their recent
slump with a tie against Western
and a win in Windsor. The team
looked strong, and seemed to have a
solid grasp on second in the OUA
West division. With two non-division
games against Toronto and Guelph
this week the Golden Hawks hoped
to continue their winning ways
before ending the season against
Western and Windsor.
The Hawks travelled to the
University Guelph on Thursday to
play the Gryphons. The result was
not exactly what they were expect-
ing though. It was a poor perform-
ance and the final score of 7-3 for
Guelph showed it. Laurier gave up
five power play goals and were
never able to get back into the game.
The only bright spot in the game for
the Hawks was Eric Ballantyne who
ended the game with two assists.
A huge performance was turned
in by the Gryphons' Jason Jackman
who scored two goals and assisted
four others. The former Guelph
Storm standout potted the first two
goals for the Gryphs, and his out-
standing play was a big part of why
his team's power play was on fire.
Guelph scored five times with the
man advantage on their way to mov-
ing into first place in the OUA Mid-
East division.
Penalty troubles continued in the
next game against Toronto when
Laurier visited them on Saturday.
Toronto scored an empty net goal in
the last minute of the game to make
the final score 4-1 for the Varsity
Blues. It was another disappointing
game for the Golden Hawks in which
penalties cost them the game again.
Coach Tony Martindale was dis-
pleased with the team and com-
mented that "penalties hurt us in
both games. We did not put togeth-
er a good performance in either of
the games."
With only four regular season
games left the Golden Hawks are
now tied for second with Windsor in
the OUA West. Waterloo continues
to remain close to both teams and is
only four points behind in fourth
place. If Laurier wants to make the
playofls, they are going to need to
step up their game and play strong.
They are now 1-6-1 since Christmas
and do not look like the same tea
that started the season so strongly
Martindale said that the team needs
to improve ifthey want to remain in
the playoff race. "Our confidence is
low right now," said Martindale.
"We need to play with a sense of
urgency and start playing playoff
hockey to prove that we are a team
worthy of a playoff spot." The
Hawks will host Western and
Windsor this week and then play
both of them on the road to end the
season. Hopefully for the golden
Hawks they can turn tilings around
and begin to play good hockey again.
Hawks drown Guelph
Cassandra Zawadowski
withDean Boles
Last Friday, the Wilfrid Laurier
Golden Hawk varsity swim team
hosted the Guelph Gryphons in a
meet that brought together the best
two teams to the OUA West The
winner of this one-on-one dual
would take top spot in the division.
Going into the match, both Laurier
and Guelph had identical records of
4-1.
The meet was a thriller right
from the start and manyan exciting
race was swum. All members ofthe
team turned in tough performances
throughout the 22 events, and at no
time did either team have a convinc-
ing lead. For both the men and
women the meet came down to the
final event, the 4xloom relay
The lady Hawks won the relay
and thus secured their win over the
Gryphons and also the division title
by a final score of 95-84.
The men had nearly the same
finish but were surprised with a bit
of an unfortunate twist After what
looked to be a narrow one-point vic-
tory for the Hawks, an event was re-
scored and Guelph came out on top
bytwo. With justone event to go, the
score indicated that the Hawks had
enough of a lead to win the meet if
they finished second in the relay.
This is, in fact exactly as the match
ended.
However, earlier in the meet dur-
ing the 800 m free, the start was
hampered by a faulty starter's pistol.
This caused a delay for some of the
swimmers, and Guelph protested
the event After much discussion
and a closer look at the scoring it
turned out that the men's 200m
breaststroke had been scored incor-
rectly and Guelph had in fact been
on the happy side of an extremely
dose finish. Laurier lost in heart-
breaking fashion by just two points,
92.5-90.5.
"It was a greatmeet/no one had
a hold on it," commented head
coach Dean Boles. "It's too bad that
some poor equipment and lack ofan
appropriate timing and scoring sys-
tem may have hindered a clean
competition.
Shelley Babin was in top form for
the Hawks as she won both the 50m
and 100 m free. Other first place fin-
ishes from the Hawks were Michelle
Cruz who won the 400 m freestyle,
Tara Ross who won the 200 m indi-
vidual medley and Nicole Smerdon
who, in winning the 800 m freestyle,
was only 6 seconds off her CIAU
time. Sara Havekes also swam well,
placing second in both the 50m and
100 m free.
The two women's relay teams
finished first and third in the
4xloom freestyle relay, and finished
second and fourth in the 4xloom
medley relay.
Doug Browne led the men's team
once again with victories in the
200 m free, 20om butterfly and
400 m free. Mike Thompson swam
very well and unexpectedly won
both the 50m free and the 100m
free. Tom Fuke won his specialty,
200 m breaststroke, while Mike
Stelmaeh swam to a close second
place finish in the 200 m fly.
"The Laurior men and women
swam tough and hopefully its a good
indicatioii for this week at the QUA
champions}lips." said Boles.
The Hawks will swim to St.
Catharines and Brock University this
Thursday for the QUA!s, where the
meet will run from the 11th to the
13th. Botli the men and the women
are in a good position to place well,
and both will also be looking to
improve on last year's fourth place
finish.
The lady Hawks nail try to chase
down top-ranked Mi-Master. The
University of Toronto Varsity Blues,
who previously beat Laurier in a
dual meet in January by only a few
points, also stand in Laurier's way.
The men will be out to avenge
this weekend's unfortunate outcome
and to show (iueiph who redly Is the
top team in the West
The find competition of the sea-
son comes two weeks later whenthe
Hawks will swim in Guelph at the
CIAU Championships the second
weekend of reading week, February
24th -27th.
WLU already has 10 swimmers
qualified for this event (the mast ever
Hawk representatives) and may add
to that total this weekend at OUA's.
CHRIS
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BLIMPIE® Subs & Salads is coming to your neighbor-
hood. We're famous for quality meats, real dairy
cheeses and crisp vegetables on bread baked daily right
in the restaurant. Try a fresh new way of eating out at
BLIMPIE. We open:
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Hawk Ball
Vanessa King
It seems as though the lady Golden
Hawks just can't get any breaks. On
Saturday, February sth, the girls
traveled to London, to take on
Western's Mustangs. The match fin-
ished with the Hawks losing yet
another. The final score saw
Western take the game by twenty-
two points, 77 to 52.
"We dug ourselves into a hole in
the first half, which seems to be
something we're doing consistently,"
explained Coach Stu Julius.
Breaking down the halves, the
Hawks managed to take the second
halfby one point. Julius also added,
"There's really no way to climb out
ofa hole against a really good team
like Western's- no matter how hard
you try".
Courtney McMahon and Megan
Oikawa were two players who real-
ly tried to make a difference in the
final score of this bailgame- but with
no avail.
The lady Hawks are set to face
Lakehead in two games this week-j
end, Friday and Saturday night, in
the AC. Opening tip-off for both
nights is set for 6pm.
When asked about the impor-
tance of this weekend's games,
Julius remarked; "We really need to
take both of these games. Even
though Lakehead has only won one
game this season, we can't take
them sitting down. We've got to
really work hard this week, and
where we don't have a mid-week
game, we have five days to prepare.
I think that having five days to work
on our strategy is really going to
make a difference". With only four
games left to play in the season,
these games are must-wins for the
Hawks, if they're interested in
attending the play-ofis.
Quarterfinals begin February 26th.
PHYLE
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Hawk Ball
Stu McLaren
With a big crowd and lots of excite-
ment, the Laurier Men's Basketball
team set out to get a result against
the Guelph Gryphons Wednesday
night. The game was very physical
right from the opening whistle, and
both teams struggled early with their
shooting. At the half the score was
close with the Gryphons slightly out
in front 32 -26.
The second half saw Bob
Papadimitrio and Kevin Johnson
desperately trying to keep their
Hawks in the game hitting timely
shots and making big defensive
stops. Still it was inevitable that the
Gryphons would pull away as Guelph
shot a solid 62% fromthe field during
the second half. The frustration
began to build up for the Hawks.
Rahdi Knapp's technical foul late in
the game for an altercation with a
Guelph player did not make matters
any better. The game finished with
the Gryphons winning by a score of
79-57. Darren Veira had a solid night
for the Hawks as he was the Hawks
high scorer with 11 points and 4
assists. Kevin Johnson also had a
good game, bringing lots ofenergy to
the Hawks and contributing 10
points, 3 rebounds and 3 steals.
Overall, it was the Hawks poor shoot-
ing that continues to haunt them as
they finished with a dismal 35.3%.
The Hawks now travel to Western to
take on the Mustangs on Saturday.
FILE
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THE WEEK IN SPORTS
Swimming
Fri-Sun. Feb.11-13
OUA Championships
@ Brock
Women's Hockey
Fri/Sun Feb 11-13
OUA
Championships @
York
Men's Hockey
Thurs. Feb. 10 vs
Western, 7:30 pm
Sun. Feb. 12 vs
Windsor, 7:30 pm
Basketball
Fri/Sat. Feb. 11-12
vs Lakehead
Women @ 6 pm
Men @ 8 pm
Eric Ballantyne
Labatt Hockey Player of the Game
Versus Guelph
Ballantyne, a second year defensernan from Kitchener
played a strong game for Laurier against the Guelph
Gryphons on February 3rd, despite a 7-3 Golden Hawk loss.
Playing with strong grit and determination, Ballantyne
moved the puck well all night, and recorded 2 assists in an
otherwise poor performance for the Hawks.
Troy Kahler
Labatt Hockey Player of the Game
Versus Toronto
Since being brought on board justalter the Christmas break,
Troy Kahler has made a strong contribution to the Golden
Hawks men's hockey club. Kahler played another excellent
game on February sth in Toronto, as he recorded the lone
Golden Hawk goal in a 4-1 loss.
Troy Ls a welcome addition to the team, and he will con-
tinue to make a strong contribution as the Golden Hawks
turn their recent slide around.
Mmm
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(Teaching English
as a Second Language
A One-Year Certificate Program
Starts this September Conestoga
Call for more information pnl]pap ™
519-748-5220, ext. 656 ij
CTNO's PIZZA
"
747-9888
160 University Ave .West
2 LARGE 7393 Toppings each * +TAX
2 MEDIUM $ 1/139orr 1 JL JD+ TAXo loppings each
The CENTURIAN is Here !!
2On, t • $ 169™lhree loppings
open: 9 am - 5 am
Arts
Las Casitas
Picture if you can, pure sunlight,
Gold yet hidden behind black clouds,
Picture green lush rolling hillsides,
Turning, falling, into streaks of brown,
Picture if you can, green leafy treetops,
Ripped from the roots, forced upside-down,
Picture caramel tiled & tin rooftops
Covered by 30 feet of solid ground,
Picture now 10,000 faces,
Looking up some start their races,
Try to beat the rushing torrent mudslide
With it's violent will to rip through town,
Picture now in blue filled skies
Green pastures of new growth survives,
You can see the small white crosses
But not by use of naked eye,
I have seen the colors portayed here
None as vivid as this sky
Memories of what was known here
Las Casitas makes me cry,
Kim Johnson
June 15,1999
Me & Jim Croce: Soulmates
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Awesome 3 Bed Apartment! Keg Party?? Scholarship!
Newly renovated basement apart- Rent a keg fridge from MBC KEG All faculties: $1000 and $500 scholar-
ment. Only minutes away from KOOLERS. We deliver and set-up the ships from STC Southwestern Ontario.
TRAVEL Teac English WLU campus! May to May lease: fridge and keg(s) at your conve- Shannon is Baek! Deadline February 11, 2000.
5 Day/40 Hr (April 5-9 2000) $359 per person (utilities included) nience. Ask us about our Keg Kits. DJ 311(1 turntablist Shannon, Application forms at www-Stc.water-
TESOL teacher certification course facilities & parking aiso Call 741-7724. just returned from a European tour, iOO . Q Requires 75% average,
(or by correspondence). 1,000sof included Great backyard Gots of perform and discuss the new 2000-word essay, and two samples of
jobs available NOW FREE taforma- P, Laura at *«*«* music on Monday
tion package, toll free 1-888-270- 886-2971 February 14 in Seminary 101 from
2941. $200 Reward Moscow! St. Petersburg! 7-B:3opm. All are invited, and
Classified Hates
Know of a six person house for rent? Opportunity to live and study in admission is free. Sponsored by the students:
If so, give us a call at 883-9420 or Russia. Beginner, intermediate and Communication Studies Program 30 words or less $5
883-9416. Some conditions apply, advanced Russian Language, also and the Cultural Rhythm Unit. For eachvrord'over 60 $.10
Resume Builder! Inquire by phone. courses in English available, further information, contact David
Give to the Community! Volunteers Rent 4 Bedroom House Website: www.interuniversitv.com Black, Communication Studies Non-Students
are desperately needed to provide Huge kitchen, dishwasher, cable, Contact: info@interuniversitv.com Program, dblack@wlu.ca. 31-60 words $10
companionship to people with parking, laundry, close to shopping, Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs, each word over 60 $.10
Alzheimer Disease. Two hour com- bus route, $325 per room plus utili- Study in Prague! Student Groups!
mitment for one year. Training pro- ties. Call Chuck 884-9195. Study at Prague University of Earn $i tooo-$1,500 this semester ad[J 11
" P y
50
vided. Call Alzheimer Society 742- Roommate Needed Economics, Central and East Vvitli the easy Campus Information
1422. 1 student male or female to share a European Studies Program (courses Services three-hour fundraising 'Prices include GST
Volunteer Recruitment clean house next year with four
in English), event. No sales required. Placement forms are available in uie cord office on
,
. other students. 3 bathrooms, large www.interuniversity.com Fundraising dates are filling quickly, ai'' aiir(l noor of 1110 Frcd Nichols campus Cenlre
is recruiting volunteers for S ring eat-in kitchen, laundry and parking,
info@mtervmiversity.com so call 1-888-923-3238 today or visit Phone-in orders can call 884-0710 ext 3564. Fax
. .. , less than 10 min. direct bus ride to www.campusfundraiser.com! orders can be sent to (519)883-0873. Cash requiredorientation. vvc nave many voiun-
teer opportunities available: gain WLU. Reasonable rent, one year HKHH Wanted: " "h"" " ' * """«
experience fa Fundraising, on fflsis MW. Call Rebecca at A used 5-piece drum set"
*—»"
Lines, fa Administrative Support, 747
" 2275- Happy Bnthday Erica. Do you have one?? Will you sell it??
Child and Youth, and more! For Groovy Apartment for Sublet
Congratulations! Yourenota Call Ange ® 725-3131
more info, call Melanie Miller-Cassel Available May to August. Minutes
™ym°re
„
es ™65
before February 25th at 653-2289 fi'om schooL/Rvo bedrooms and a
** T»ro"to ChaPter I 1
ext.229 large living room. $300 per room,
m PuPP afl I ||j |
■■■■■■■ uti''t' es underground parking Another One for Melissa Si |f|| ft §P %11 * w!lm M
included. Gill 884-0582 to have a Damn!! You look fine today! Hope fßur*»»* * c«zyF>y*| B vyii^■■■■■■■ look. It's groovy. you feel better soon.. *smooch* (WID YM BY 6H1) uy|lm 4 JAvailable May Ist -Maneesh AiiBII Mil /Hufllv XI
pX;is"desMi'
112 t „-, „ EUIV FRi raLgs mm Jo
dry, $300 per person plus shared Guitar Lessons f 1 offer you >tes dnvel need WHUI 18l S CHEESE! TTtXTI
utilities. Owner lives in basement Personalized instruction. All styleslev- 0 ow.
Whos Zoe.. Ido offer V-J ! V l /
anaiiment Phone 885-1185 els. Day/evening classes. Central K.W.
gi oup discounts.
One Single Room on bus route' BA Music ' RCM
Backseat Betty M ***gt Ofr No COSft fii, W I[*1 [* ca/doy
D . j , . r , , Michael Bennett 576-6881.Roommate needed in 5 bedroom
t- n-ii . » .nit Getting Married? r™™™""
~
house. Ims house is beautiful, hard- TXT A 7VTT\
, „ WLU and WLU Chaolains are offering a XTIVJIIiJLJwood floors, wood stove, large
rooms. Newly renovated, close to
Marria«e Preparation Course Friday, Wiß'l'R A TTp S'l'l IHTA
WLU Extra nice. 722-4556 or 722- March 3. 7-9 pm ttaough Satorday, Names for my Bsh!! fOKIKAII 31UIJ1U
4187 March 4, 9 am-4:30 pm at Resurrection
Two of my four fish are nameless. If
' Sept. 2000.
inc] u{je . ! ani,;.. Backgrounds, conflict, Publications Office, 3d'' FNCC. If i P* ' ir*CtAI"V aiiAYft 'iCBC/'l&l "1Accomodation for 5 students in well
im choose your names 111 name my J® £% ~' °"OT" W ■cared for tack bungalow with 2
e m,MI snail alter you! Imagine (bat! Both MMbaths. Centi-fd an: Rec. Rm. Washer
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Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union
Now accepting applications for:
Vice President: Finance & Administration
Vice President: Student Activities
I Vice President: Student ServicesVice President: MarketingVice President: Human Resources Development
DUE: March 3,2000
Drop of applications in the Students' Union Office
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ELECTIONS 2000 - Important Stuff
Wilfrid Laurier University
Students' Union Presidential
Candidates
Andy Dennett
The office of President of the Student's Union
is a position that I know I can fill effectively
and responsibly. I believe that a good presi-
dent must be in touch with student needs and
have a finger on the pulse of the campus.
The president must also have strong leader-
ship skills and a personality that is compatible
with the people.
Laurier students have been represented inef-
fectively for too long, and it's time for a
change. I bring experience in leadership,
management of people and resources, listen-
ing to students and hearing what they say, as
well as the ability to make tough decisions. I
believe that the President should be a liaison
between the students and the administration
as a representative of their needs and con-
cerns.
Jeremy Evans
As we begin the new millennium, our univer-
sity community is growing like never before,
having an unlimited amount of potential for
the future. It is the leadership of our Union
that will set the course for change in the
future. This is why I ask for your vote for
President. I want to be your advocate for
change. I'll stand up and fight for what is in the
best interests of all of us as students. I bring a
diverse background of experience and proven
leadership ability to the job and as WLUSU
President, I will listen to what you the students
want, and fight to see that you get it.
Jeremy Evans
evans_in_2ooo@hotmail.com
Jeffrey Kroeker
Hi my name is Jeffrey Kroeker. I am running
for WLUSU President. As your president, I will
offer the following:
*20% Reduction in WLUSU SAC Fee
'Elimination of the Health Plan's unnecessary
$5.21 opt-out fee
*An increase in WLUSU's grant fund for stu-
dents from $5000 to $20000 giving equal
amounts to Music & Fine Arts, SBE/General
initiatives, Scientific Research & finally
Athletics & Recreation
*A 40% increase in campus funding and eas-
ier methods of fund raising
"Improved Student Publications/Students'
Union relations to reduce the politics between
the two groups
'Improved food services on campus and
expanded hours of operation
I feel that I have the experience and the deter-
mination to serve you, the students. On
February 10th, I ask for your support in elect-
ing me.
Dharm Makwana
Two months ago, I hadn't even considered
being President, as WLUSU was doing an
admirable job of internal reform. But, while an
executive assistant to our current President, I
realized WLUSU was placing our student
interests behind self-interested reform. We
have an opportunity to come together and
determine a sense of change for our universi-
ty. My Contract for Laurier will focus on push-
ing the issues of population growth, quality of
education and co-op opportunities in the
favour of students. If I cannot fulfil this pledge
I will resign and return the office to students. I
guarantee I will commit to WLUSU but in no
way will I conform to its bureaucratic thoughprocess. Instead, I will insert accountability
£nd act as a true student voice.
Wilfrid Laurier University
Students' Union Vice
President: University Affairs
Candidates
Cunningham
believe that I have the experience, leader-
'P and passion for this position that willow me to serve as an effective representa-
ive for all WLU students. Goals: - Further
evelop the committees with the UA
apartment and encourage new initiativest benefit the students. - Ensure that the
health plan is offering the most optimum serv-
ices at the best value possible. -Take an
active role and maintain a strong voice for
Laurier on the Ontario Undergraduate
Student Alliance (OUSA) provincial lobby
group. Questions? Contact me at
cunn72lo@machl.wlu.ca Charmaine
Cunningham for VP: University Affairs "The
places we'll g0..."
Steven Hennig
In times of sweeping changes, it is important
to have consistency. As Vice-chair of the
WLUSU Board of Directors, I have earned
your confidence. The department of
University Affairs must continue to build posi-
tive external relationships with all levels of
government in order to best serve your needs.
As your tie to lobby groups, I will devote
myself to such issues as University growth,
funding, and student debt, while also dedicat-
ing my time to helping build upon the level of
excellence set by our volunteers. Vote with
confidence: Vote Hennig for your Vice-
President: University Affairs.
Maneesh Sehdev
As a student of WLU I have noticed the
administration continually working against the
will of the students. I have also noticed how
our Students' Union has clearly not done an
effective job of voicing the concerns of stu-
dents. I intend to work on eliminating the
Health Plan's $5 opt-out fee and publishing
teacher evaluations. I also intend on publish-
ing my own weekly reports, making them
available to all students. I promise a stronger
voice for all students at WLU. Do not continue
to let the powers that be control your educa-
tion. Take the power back and vote for
Maneesh.
Wilfrid Laurier University
Students' Union Board of
Directors Candidates
Rina Clarke
In past years, continuity within the Board of
Directors has been a contentious issue. This
is one reason why I, Rina Clarke, want to rep-
resent you once again for the 2000 - 2001
Board of Directors. lam here represent you
on student issues ranging from academic
concerns to Human Resources in order to
ensure that all Laurier students get the best
possible education as well as the fun and
valuable experiences for personal growth
that/
Eric Davis
During my first term of office, I helped spear-
head the Union Renewal Commission, re-
wrote the WLUSU By-Laws, and I am current-
ly in the process of re-writing the entire
WLUSU policy manual. I promised reform
during my first campaign, and I delivered on
that promise. Re-elect me so that I can
increase representation, challenge the univer-
sity administration, and make campus clubs a
priority. If you have any questions, email me
at voteeric@hotmail.com. Vote Eric on
February 10.
Huzaifa Doctor
Hi!! I Huzaifa Doctor am running for the posi-
tion of WLUSU BOD. I am currently in second
year Honours Economics and Financial
Management.
There are several reasons for me choosing to
run for BOD. Mainly to foster better commu-
nications between students, and the union
using mediums such as the CORD and the
WLU web site. A better buyback, as well as
an adequate stock policy for the Bookstore.
Ben Durrer
Hello my name is Ben Durrer.
As a Foot-patroller, Chair of First Year Council
and as VP Finance of University Place, I have
been involved in many aspects of the univer-
sity. My experience has showed me that stu-
dents want input on the issues that surround
them. As a Director it would be my priority to
make decisions based on the concerns of stu-
dents. Student voice would be my greatest
resource.
Be Heard ...Vote Ben Durrer.
Kristi Edwards
I am a first year Communication Studies and
Political Science major. I have held various
leadership roles within several student gov-
ernments. As a new student to Laurier I bring
new ideas. A director needs to be more than
just approachable to students. A director
must actively seek out students' opinion
regarding issues of concern, as a director, I
am willing to make that effort.
Vote for EXPERIENCE with a NEW PER-
SPECTIVE. Vote Kristi.
Kally Lomonaco
Here you go Andrew, My name is Kally
Lomonaco and I am running for your Wilfrid
Laurier Students' Union Board of Directors.
Having been a Director last year I am aware
of how the Union opperates on a day-to-day
basis. As a Director I will continue to push for
excellence and ensure that many of the great
things that last years Board started be carried
out in full for the betterment of the student
body.
Anik Merchea
Understanding. There are two ways to view
this word, and both are equally important. The
first being an understanding of the issues that
are important to both Students' Union and
those that affect the entire school. The second
is an ability to understand what the students
want, and being able to make the time to find
that out. If you decide to reelect me I promise
to understand both the issues and hopefully
your needs.
Shivani Ruparell
Hi! I'm a first year, honours Bio/Chem student
from Calgary. As a director on the WLUSU
Board, I'd like to:
- be a true director and ensure everyone's
voice is heard
- increase representation of science, music
and kinesiology students
- increase recognition of non-WLUSU student
leaders
- make sure the issues outlined in the Union
Renewal Commission are carried through
Questions, comments or concerns? Please
email me at rupas63o@machl.wlu.ca.
To infinity and beyond, me.
Paul Tambeau
Communication between the board and the
students must improve. The WLU Board of
Governors must be made aware of student
concerns about increasing enrolment levels.
Relations between WLUSU and WLUSP must
improve so that both organizations can work
together. You should be confident that your
Board is working to make this campus a bet-
ter place. This is just a short list of what I will
do for you. VOTE PAUL TAMBEAU on
February 10th.
Peter Turkington
I want to represent you on BOD because
there are issues that we, the students, must
be made aware of. Did you know, business-
es run by WLUSU have had a surplus budget
for the past several years? WLUSU charges
students $56.50 to subsidize student activities
and are profiting from our fees. Reducing this
fee by $11.30 is possible and sensible. Just
think; that's two beers in your pocket. SAVE
MONEY AND BEER, VOTE PETE TURKING-
TON.
Wilfrid Laurier University
Student Publications
Presidential Candidates
Luxmen Aloysius
WLUSP is on the cusp of change. With a new
operations agreement in place and an
expanding organization, WLUSP needs a
presidential candidate who not only has the
experience to lead and fight for the organiza-
tion, but also the vision to see the organiza-
tion attain its fullest potential. I have the nec-
essary internal/external experience to strong-
ly lead WLUSP into its challenging future.
These are the key issues that I will address as
President of WLUSP:
-Ensuring the viability of WLUSP with regard
to external publications.
-Expanding WLSUP's volunteer base.
-Increasing communication with students
through intensive marketing.
-Fostering continuity of current initiatives
taken by the WLUSP administration.
MAKE AN INFORMED CHOICE, VOTE LUX-
MEN ALOYSIUS FOR WLUSP PRESIDENT.
For info e-mail: aloyBl7o@machl.wlu.ca
Chris Pearce
Student Publications is in the hole. As exter-
nal pressures squeeze and stretch the organ-
ization, it has come near the point of bursting.
To ensure the staying-power of the corpora-
tion, a leader with experience and foresight is
needed. As an integral associate of Student
Publications and a cultural magazine
(www.poundmag.com), I feel well-equipped to
drive the organization towards higher-quality
productions, while protecting it from those
who would leave it out to dry. At the same
time, an aggressive attitude towards growth is
necessary if the organization is to continue to
fill the gap of student need insofar as Student
Publications is mandated. While harmonious
relations with the administration and Union
are key, I am committed to the independence
and exclusivity of Student Publications on
campus.
(www.pearce4spprez.com)
Wilfrid Laurier University
Student Publications
Board of Directors Candidates
Rob Borek
Hello fellow WLUSP members. I am a third
year Science student, and have two years
experience with WLUSP. I will work hard to
protect your interests, and I look forward to
leading WLUSP through the next year. My pri-
orities are carrying through new initiatives,
such as a WLUSP web presence, as well as
updating policy and job descriptions. Please
feel free to e-mail me at any time with ques-
tions or concerns at
boreBl9o@machl .wlu.ca.
Sean Geobey
As a student in the SBE, I will represent our
often under represented interests to the
WLUSP BOD. I will step-up the campaign to
recruit new Laurier students, as I know that
the best way to strengthen WLUSP is to make
it more representative of the student body. I
look forward to your input and support. E-mail
me at sgeobey@hotmail.com
Nathan Ludwig
Do you want someone who promises to fight
rising tuition or guarantees to solve the resi-
dence space problem for next year? Well I'm
not that person. I wouldn't even have the abil-
ity to do that on WLUSP's BOD either. What
I can do is increase volunteer involvement,
help mend WLUSP's relations with the Union,
improve WLUSP's presence on campus and
continue to improve the quality of our school's
cutting edge publications.
Beth Mullen
To my fellow members of the WLUSP
Corporation, In the changing face of our uni-
versity, the need to preserve and uphold the
quality and vitality of WLUSP has never been
so apparent. After being involved within the
corporation for three years, I can and will offer
the Board of Directors an experienced per-
spective towards improved decision-making
and long-term planning. With my input,
WLUSP will move towards the future with
strength!!
Janette Roy
For those who don't know me, I've volun-
teered in WLUSP for three years and have
been well aquatinted with the work of the cor-
poration. As a BOD member, I would focus on
the future of WLUSP to ensure our services
maintain their current levels of quality as well
as expand to better meet the needs of you,
the student. Volunteer appreciation would
also be more seriously considered as volun-
teers create the products that we provide.
Description of Referenda
Questions
Wilfrid Laurier Univeristy
Students' Union
1) Be it resolved that the 1998
- 1999 Wilfrid Laurier
University Students' Union
audited financials statements
be passed as presented.
Each year the Students' Union prepares
financial statements and then has an auditor
examine the accounting and record keeping
practices to ensure the accuracy of the
statements. By voting for this motion you
are agreeing with the auditor that the audited
statements fairly represent the true position
and goings on of the Students' Union, and
by voting against you are disagreeing.
2) Be it resolved that Collins
Barrow be appointed as the
2000 - 2001 auditor for the
Wilfrid Laurier University
Students' Union.
By voting for this motion you are approving
the auditor that management has recom-
mended to be the auditor for the next fiscal
year.
3) Be it resolved that the
Letters of Patent be amended
from four (4) Directors to sev-
enteen (17) to reflect the cur-
rent structure of the Wilfrid
Laurier University Students'
Union Board of Directors.
In a past annual general meeting the stu-
dents of WLU voted to have the number of
Directors increased from 4to 17. However
when this was changed, the administration at
the time neglected to update the Letters of
Patent to represent this change in operation.
By voting yes for this motion you are giving
student leadership the power to represent
the Students' Union's current structure in the
Letters of Patent. By voting no you support
the reexamination of the current structure of
the Board of Directors.
4) Be it resolved that By-Law
20 of the Wilfrid Laurier
University Students' Union be
passed as presented.
By-laws are the internal laws for a corpora-
tion. The By-laws are being updated to
reflect the new structure of the Students'
Union that is proposed in the Union Renewal
Commission. The by-laws proposed will
supercede all past by-laws. In order to fully
understand the change you have to read the
proposed new by-laws.
5) Be it resolved that Ethan
Markham's appointment to the
Wilfrid Laurier University
Students' Union Board of
Directors continue for the
remainder of the 1999/2000
academic year.
Earlier this year due to a number of circum-
stances, the Board of Directors felt that it
was appropriate to appoint Ethan Markham
to the Board of Directors. Vote yes if you
would like him to retain his position, or vote
no if you do not.
Wilfrid Laurier University
Student Publications
1) Be it resolved that the 1998 -
1999 Wilfrid Laurier University
Students Publications audited
financial statements be passed
as presented.
Each year Student Publications prepares
financial statements and then has an auditor
examine the accounting and record keeping
practices to ensure the accuracy of the
statements. By voting for this motion you
are agreeing with the auditor that the audited
statements fairly represent the true position
and goings on of Student Publications, and
by voting against you are disagreeing.
2) Be it resolved that Collins
Barrow be appointed as the
2000 - 2001 auditor for Wilfrid
Laurier University Student
Publications.
By voting for this motion you are approving
the auditor that management has recom-
mended to be the auditor for the next year.
3) Be it resolved that the
Letters of Patent be amended
from four (4) Directors to sev-
enteen (7) to reflect the current
structure of Wilfrid Laurier
University Student Board of
Directors.
In a past annual general meeting the stu-
dents of WLU voted to have the number of
Directors increased from 4to 7. However
when this was changed, the administration at
the time neglected to update the Letters of
Patent to represent this change in operation.
By voting yes for this motion you are allow-
ing Student Publications to maintain its cur-
rent leadership structure, and by voting
against it you are requesting a change from
the existing structure.
Referendum Platforms
Wilfrid Laurier University
Students' Union Letters of
Patent
Be it resolved that the Letters of Patent be
amended from four (4) Directors to seven-
teen (17) to reflect the current structure of
the Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Union
Board of Directors.
Yes Campaign -Wesley Ferris,
Party Chair
On Feb. 10th, two important referendum
questions will be voted on by the students of
Laurier. The first is a vote to approve By-Law
20, which clarifies the responsibilities of your
student leaders and ensures that WLUSU
operates more effectively. Overall, By-Law
20 guarantees that WLUSU is better able to
respond to your concerns and issues. The
second question is a motion to amend the
Letters of Patent so that there are 17
Directors. There have been 17 Directors for
years, and this number is essential to ensure
that no one Director is overworked and that
the Board of Directors operates smoothly.
Vote YES on By-Law 20 and the Letters of
Patent.
No Campaign - David Brydges,
Party Chair
The rules of the WLUSU board game will
allow only four members if you vote NO in
the letters patent referendum. What exactly
does that mean? 1. Less bureaucracy: Tired
of Board Members making rules and commit-
tees for the sake of making them? Help redi-
rect their purpose. VOTE NO 2. An opportu-
nity for change: Do you feel that the current
structure breeds efficiency and representa-
tion? If something does not work, try some-
thing new. VOTE NO 3. Increased responsi-
bility: The Board members will have a lesser
chance to conform to the group norm. They
will have to be fully versed in every issue.
Current Board of Director Dave Brydges and
Chris Baker (No campaign coordinators) say
no to bureaucracy, conformity, groupthink
and status quo). VOTE NO
ELECTIONS 2000 - Important Stuff
See Dick Run.... .
See Dick Play.... TX/
See Dick Jump...
See Dick Forget To Vote
See Dick Not Win Free Tuition
Dont Be a Dick .... VOTE > <
a> Arts students - Concourse
£
0 Business students - Peters' Building
2 Muisc students - Music Lounge
Science students - Science Building
